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Consider the spherical integral I (b)N (DN, EN) :=> exp{N tr(UDNUgEN)} dmbN(U),
where mbN denote the Haar measure on the orthogonal group ON when b=1 and
on the unitary group UN when b=2, and DN, EN are diagonal real matrices
whose spectral measures converge to mD, mE. In this paper we prove the existence
and represent as solution to a variational problem the limit I (b)(mD, mE) :=
limN−2 log I (b)N (DN, EN). This limit appears in so-called ‘‘matrix models’’ but also
in the evaluation of large deviations of the spectral measure of generalized Wishart
matrices. Our technique is based on stochastic calculus, large deviations, and
elements from free probability. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
Key Words: large deviations; random matrices; noncommutative measure; inte-
gration.
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
1.1. Asymptotics of Spherical Integrals
Let mbN denote the Haar measure on the orthogonal group ON when
b=1 and on the unitary group UN when b=2. We shall consider in this
paper the following integrals, which we will call spherical integrals, given,
for two N×N matrices DN and EN, by
I (b)N (DN, EN) :=F exp {N tr(UDNUgEN)} dmbN(U).
We will restrict ourselves to the case where DN and EN are symmetric if
b=1 and Hermitian if b=2.
Such integrals appear in physics in the so-called matrix models where
one is interested in evaluating integrals of the form
ZN=F exp 3 Cn
i=1
tr Vi(Mi)+ C
n
i, j=1
aij tr(MiMj)4 Dn
i=1
dMi,
where dM is the Lebesgue measure on the set HN of N×N Hermitian (or
symmetric) matrices and tr denotes the usual trace on the setMN of N×N
matrices: tr(A)=;Ni=1 Aii. It turns out that such an evaluation, even for
the first term in the large N asymptotics, is highly non trivial. We refer to
[10, 18, 25, 26] for research in this direction. As already noticed by [8, 25],
when aij is null if j ] i+1, it is enough to obtain the first order asymptotics
of the spherical integrals as the spectral measures of DN and EN converge in
order to estimate ZN as N goes to infinity.
Thus, if for a N×N matrix A with eigenvalues (a1, ..., aN) we denote by
mˆNA=(1/N);Ni=1 dai the spectral measure of A, one wishes to investigate
the large N limit of N−2 log I (b)N (DN, EN) when the spectral measures mˆ
N
DN
and mˆNEN converge weakly towards the probability measures mD and mE
respectively.
The very same question arises when one studies the large deviations
properties of the spectral measure of Gaussian sample covariance matrices
XTXg with T a general positive definite matrix whose spectral distribution
converges as the size of the sample goes to infinity. The limiting spectral
measure for such matrices is well known, see [19, 21], and the evaluation
of the large deviations properties for them was actually the original moti-
vation for this paper. The solution to this problem is described in
Section 1.2 below.
Recall that by a formula due to Harish-Chandra, and used in this
context by Itzykson and Zuber, see [17, Appendix 5], whenever the eigen-
values of DN and EN are distinct then
I (2)N (DN, EN)=
det{expNDN(i) EN(j)}
D(DN) D(EN)
,
where D(DN)=<i < j (DN(j)−DN(i)) and D(EN)=<i < j (EN(j)−EN(i))
are the VanderMonde determinants associated with DN, EN. Although this
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formula seems to solve the problem, it is far from doing so, due to the pos-
sible cancellations appearing in the determinant. Only particular cases can
be handled, notably the (trivial) case where one of DN or EN is a
multiple of the identity, or the case where DN(i)=1+i/N, implying
mD([1, x+1))=x for x ¥ (0, 1), in which case algebraic manipulations
involving VanderMonde determinants yield
I (2)N (DN, EN)=CN exp(2N tr EN)D
i < j
(1−eEN(j)−EN(i))
(EN(j)−EN(i))
.
Obviously, the asymptotics of N−2 log I (2)N (DN, EN) may easily be read off
the above formula in this case.
Our approach to the evaluation of the above asymptotics is based on the
theory of large deviations (we refer to [9] for background on large devia-
tions). It is somewhat related to the formal derivation of the same asymp-
totics in [16], although both the language and methods differ. The key
point is to relate the evaluation of the spherical integrals with the devia-
tions of the law of the spectral measure of a Gaussian Wigner matrix with
nondegenerate initial data. Namely, let PbDN be the law of the spectral
measure of W+DN for a N×N Gaussian Wigner matrix W with real
(resp. complex) entries if b=1 (resp. b=2) (that is a N×N symmetric
(resp. Hermitian) matrix with centered Gaussian entries of covariance N−1);
for any measurable subset A of the set M1(R) of probability measures on
R, PbDN is given by
PbDN (A)=(Z
b
N)
−1 F
mˆ
N
XN
¥ A
e−
N
2 tr(XN −DN)
2
dXN
with dXN the Lebesgue measure on the set of Hermitian (b=2) or sym-
metric (b=1) matrices.
Let d denote a distance on the space of probability measures on R,
compatible with the weak topology. The main outcome of our large devia-
tions analysis, see Corollary 1.6 below, is that if DN is a sequence of uni-
formly bounded operators, then for any probability measure m inM1(R),
lim
d a 0
lim inf
N ‘.
1
N2
log PbDN (d(mˆ
N
XN , m) < d)
=lim
d a 0
lim sup
N ‘.
1
N2
log PbDN (d(mˆ
N
XN , m) < d)=−Jb(mD, m) ,
with a function Jb( · , · ) given in terms of the solution of an appropriate
variational problem, see (1.6). The main result of this paper is then the
following consequence:
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Theorem 1.1. Assume the existence of a compact subset K of R such
that supp mˆNDN …K for all N ¥N. Moreover, suppose that mˆ
N
EN (x
2) is uni-
formly bounded (in N). Suppose that mˆNEN and mˆ
N
DN converge weakly towards
mE and mD respectively. Then
I (b)(mD, mE) := lim
NQ.
1
N2
log I (b)N (DN, EN)
=−Jb(mD, mE)+Ib(mE)− inf
m ¥M1(R)
Ib(m)+
1
2
F x2 dmD(x),
where, for any m ¥M1(R),
Ib(m)=
1
2
F x2 dm(x)−b
2
F log |x−y| dm(x) dm(y).
1.2. Large Deviation for the Spectral Measure of Gaussian Sample
Covariance Matrices
Sample covariance matrices (or Wishart matrices) are matrices of the
form
YN, M=XN, MTMX
g
N, M .
Here, XN, M is an N×M matrix with centered real or complex i.i.d. entries
of covariance N−1 and TM is an M×M Hermitian (or symmetric) matrix.
These matrices are often considered in the limit where M/N goes to a
constant a > 0. Let us assume that M [N, and hence a ¥ [0, 1], to fix the
notations. Then, YN, M has N−M null eigenvalues. Let (l1, ..., lM) be the
M nontrivial remaining eigenvalues and denote mˆM=M−1;Mi=1 dli . In the
case where TM=I and the entries of XN, M are Gaussian, Hiai and Petz
[12] proved that the law of mˆM satisfies a large deviation principle. We
generalize this result to positive definite matrices TM whose spectral mea-
sures converge, while keeping the hypothesis of Gaussian entries. In fact,
when dealing with Gaussian entries, we have the following formula for the
joint law of the eigenvalues
dsbM(l1, ..., lM)
=
1
ZbTM
D
i < j
|li−lj |bD
i
l
b
2
(N−M+1)−1
i F e−
N
2 tr(UT
−1
M U
gD(l))dmbM(U)D
i
1li \ 0 dli
=
1
ZbTM
D
i < j
|li−lj |bD
i
l
b
2
(N−M+1)−1
i I
(b)
M
1D(l), 1 −2M
N
TM2−12D
i
1li \ 0 dli
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with D(l) the M×M diagonal matrix with entries (l1, ..., lM) and, as
before, b=1 if the entries of XN, M are real, b=2 if they are complex.
ZbN(TM) is the normalizing constant such that s
b
M has mass one. This
formula can be found in [13, (58) and (95)].
From this formula, the asymptotics of the spherical integrals found in
the previous section and Laplace methods as developed in [1] (or [12]),
one can easily obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 1.2. Assume that (TM, M ¥N) is a sequence of matrices with
eigenvalues (tM1 , ..., t
M
M) such that
(a) There exist r \ g > 0, such that for each M and each 1 [ i [M,
g [ tMi [ r.
(b) As M tends to infinity, mˆMTM=
1
M;Mi=1 dtMi converges towards a
probability measure mT.
Then the law of mˆM under sbM satisfies a large deviation principle with the
speedM2 and the good rate functionWb : M1(R+)Q R+ given by
Wb(m)=
b
2
F log |x−y|−1 dm(x) dm(y)
−
b
2
(a−1−1) F log(x) dm(x)−I (b)(mT p (−2ax)−1, m)−m
with
m := inf
n ¥M1(R
+)
3b
2
F log |x−y|−1 dn(x) dn(y)
−
b
2
(a−1−1) F log(x) dn(x)−I (b)(mT p (−2ax)−1, n)4.
Here, mT p (−2ax)−1 is the law of (−2ax)−1 under mT, that is the law given,
for all bounded measurable function f by
mT p (−2ax)−1(f)=F f 1 − 12ax2 dmT(x).
The proof, as we mentioned above, is straightforward. Indeed, one
notices that our assumptions on TM imply that T
−1
M has uniformly bounded
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spectrum with converging spectral measure so that Theorem 1.1 applies
and hence that the techniques of [1] yield
lim inf
MQ.
1
M2
log ZbTM \ −m.
Therefore, since
I (b)M 1D(l), 1 −2MN TM 2−12 [ e−N2r C Mi=1 li,
and finding, following the techniques of [1], a finite constant C such that
lim sup
MQ.
M−2 log Zb(2r) −1I [ C,
we conclude by Chebyshev’s inequality that for any L ¥ R+,
lim sup
MQ.
1
M2
log sbM(mˆ
M(x) \ L)=−(4r)−1 L+C+m.
As a consequence, sbM p (mˆM)−1 is exponentially tight and one can apply
again Theorem 1.1 and the ideas of [1] to obtain the convergence of
M−2 log ZbTM towards −m and then the weak large deviation principle for
sbM p (mˆM)−1 with rate functionWb. The fact thatWb is a good rate function
is now a direct consequence of the above weak large deviation principle
and exponential tightness (see [9, Lemma 1.2.18]).
1.3. Large Deviations
We describe in this section our main large deviations results. Our analy-
sis follows and improves the ideas of [6] where large deviations estimates
were obtained for the spectral process of HN( · )+DN with a Hermitian
(resp. symmetric) Brownian motion constructed as Wigner matrices but
with Brownian motion entries (see Sections 2 and 3 for details). To under-
stand this point of view, consider the measure valued process given by
mˆNt =mˆ
N
HN(t)+DN as an element of the space C([0, 1], M1(R)) of continuous
measure-valued processes furnished with the topology generated by the
weak topology on M1(R) and the uniform topology on [0, 1].
C([0, 1], M1(R)) is a Polish space with respect to the distance given by
D(m, n) := sup
t ¥ [0, 1]
d(mt, nt)
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with d the Wasserstein (also called the Monge–Kantorovich–Rubinstein)
distance onM1(R) given by
d(m, n) := sup
||f||L [ 1
: F fdm−F fdn : ,
where
||f||L=sup
x ¥ R
|f(x)|+ sup
x, y ¥ R
: f(x)−f(y)
x−y
: .
We shall establish a large deviation principle for the law of mˆN. with a good
rate function defined as follows. We set, for any f, g ¥ C2, 1b (R×[0, 1]),
any s [ t ¥ [0, 1], and any n. ¥ C([0, 1], M1(R)),
S s, t(n, f)=F f(x, t) dnt(x)−F f(x, s) dns(x)−F
t
s
F “uf(x, u) dnu(x) du
−
1
2
F t
s
F F “xf(x, u)−“xf(y, u)
x−y
dnu(x) dnu(y) du, (1.1)
Of, gPns, t=F
t
s
F “xf(x, u) “x g(x, u) dnu(x) du, (1.2)
and
S¯ s, t(n, f)=S s, t(n, f)− 12Of, fP
n
s, t . (1.3)
Set, for any probability measure m ¥M1(R),
Sm(n) :=˛+., if n0 ] m,S0, 1(n) := sup
f ¥ C2, 1b (R×[0, 1])
sup
0 [ s [ t [ 1
S¯ s, t(n, f), otherwise.
We often make the following assumption on the sequence DN:
Assumption 1.3.
lim
NQ.
mˆNDN=mD , sup
N
mˆNDN (x
2) <. .
For both b=1 and b=2, our main large deviations result is:
Theorem 1.4. (1) For any m ¥M1(R), Sm is a good rate function on
C([0, 1], M1(R)).
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(2) Assume Assumption 1.3. Then:
(a) For any closed set F … C([0, 1], M1(R))
lim sup
NQ.
1
N2
log P(mˆN. ¥ F) [ −
b
2
inf
n ¥ F
SmD (n).
(b) Denote
A={n ¥ C([0, 1], M1(R)); ,g > 0, sup
t ¥ [0, 1]
nt(|x|5+g) <.}.
Then, for any open subset O ¥ C([0, 1], M1(R)),
lim inf
NQ.
1
N2
log P(mˆN. ¥ O) \ −
b
2
inf
n ¥ O 5A
SmD (n).
The main observation needed in order to relate this theorem with
spherical integrals is that HN(1) is in fact a Gaussian Wigner matrix so that
PbDN can be seen as the law of the spectral measure mˆ
N
1 of HN(1)+DN.
Henceforth, as a consequence of the contraction principle of large devia-
tions theory, see [9, Theorem 4.2.1], we obtain from Theorem 1.4 the
following:
Theorem 1.5. Assume Assumption 1.3. Then, for any probability measure
m ¥M1(R),
− lim
dQ 0
b
2
inf {SmD (n.): n ¥A, d(n1, m) < d}
[ lim
dQ 0
lim inf
NQ.
1
N2
log PbDN (d(mˆ
N
XN , m) < d) (1.4)
[ lim
dQ 0
lim sup
NQ.
1
N2
log PbDN (d(mˆ
N
XN , m) < d) [ −
b
2
inf {SmD (n.); n1=m}.
Observe here that, because A is not closed, it is not clear whether the left
hand side of (1.4) should be equal to − inf{SmD (n.): n ¥A, n1=m} or not.
Finally, we shall prove in Theorem 4.1 below that, when mD is compactly
supported,
lim
dQ 0
inf{SmD (n.): n ¥A, d(n1, m) < d}=inf{SmD (n.); n1=m} (1.5)
implying together with Theorem 1.5 the following
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Corollary 1.6. Assume Assumption 1.3 with a compactly supported mD.
Then, for any probability measure m ¥M1(R), N−2 log PbDN (d(mˆ
N
XN , m) < d)
converges as first N goes to infinity and then d goes to 0 towards the quantity
−Jb(mD, m) given by
Jb(mD, m)=
b
2
inf {SmD (n.); n1=m}. (1.6)
We refer to Section 6 for a discussion of candidates for the minimizing
path in (1.6).
We remark that in the context of random matrix theory, it is natural to
consider also the symplectic ensemble, where the matrix considered are
quaternion matrices, and b=4, see [17]. To keep this article within
reasonable length, we do not treat this case in details.
The organization of this paper is as follows; in the next section we tackle
the heart of the paper, namely the proof of Theorem 1.4 where we consider
Hermitian Brownian motions. The generalization to symmetric Brownian
motions is done in Section 3. We prove Corollary 1.6 in Section 4.
Equipped with these preliminaries, we then relate in Section 5 the devia-
tions of Wigner matrices with the asymptotics of spherical integrals, and
prove Theorem 1.1. In Section 6, we discuss the relation between our
variational problem that gives the value of Jb to that appearing in [16].
The discussion of matrix models will be the subject of another research.
2. LARGE DEVIATION FOR THE LAW OF THE SPECTRAL
PROCESS OF THE HERMITIAN BROWNIAN MOTION
The Hermitian Brownian motion HN starting from the origin is defined
as the Markov process (HN(t))t ¥ R+ with values in the space HN of
Hermitian matrices of dimension N and complex Brownian motions entries
so that
E[H i, jN (t) H
k, l
N (s)]=
tN s
N
d li d
j
k.
Explicitly, we can construct the entries {H i, jN (t), t \ 0, (i, j) ¥ {1, ..., N}}
via independent real-valued Brownian motions (bi, j, b2k, l)
1 [ k < l [N
1 [ i [ j [N by
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Hk, lN =˛ 1`2N (bk, l+ib2k, l), if k < l1`2N (bl, k−ib2l, k), if k > l
1
`N
bl, l, if k=l.
Let DN be a matrix in HN with eigenvalues (di)1 [ i [N ¥ RN, and set
XN(t)=DN+HN(t). Let (l
N
i (t))1 [ i [N be the (real-valued) eigenvalues of
XN(t) and define the spectral empirical process by
mˆN: [0, 1]0M1(R), t0 mˆ
N
t :=
1
N
C
N
i=1
dlNi (t) .
We shall prove in this section Theorem 1.4 in the case b=2. This theorem
is rather close to [6, Theorem 1.1] where the authors considered the case
mD=d0. However, the lower bound is here much sharper than in [6] and
actually this highly non trivial sharpening is the main object of this section.
We shall first present the key to our approach: Itoˆ’s calculus. Then,
we shall obtain the large deviation upper bound and study the rate
function SmD . Finally, we investigate the large deviation lower bound.
2.1. Itoˆ’s Calculus
It was proved in [6, Section 2.1] that mˆN. satisfies an Itoˆ’s formula when
mˆNDN=d0. This assumption is in fact clearly irrelevant and one can apply
exactly the same arguments to check it for general mˆNDN . Then, with the
notations of (1.1) and (1.2), we have
Theorem 2.1 [6, Lemma 1.1]. For any N ¥N, any f ¥ C2, 1b (R×[0, 1])
and any s ¥ [0, 1), (S s, t(mˆN, f), s [ t [ 1) is a bounded martingale with
quadratic variation
OS s, .(mˆN, f)Pt=
1
N2
Of, fP mˆ
N
s, t .
The restriction to functions f ¥ C2, 1b (R×[0, 1]) was not due to technical
reasons but only motivated by the goal to achieve in [6]. For our needs,
we slightly generalize this formula to functions of the form
f(x, t)=C
n
k=0
1t ¥ [tk, tk+1[fk(x) (2.1)
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with times 0=t0 < t1, ..., tn < tn+1=1 and twice continuously differentiable
functions fk with uniformly bounded first and second derivatives (note that
we do not want to impose a boundedness restriction on the fk!).
For m. ¥ C([0, 1], M1(R)) such that supt ¥ [0, 1] mt(x2) <., mt(fk) is well
defined for any k ¥ {0, ..., n} and t ¥ [0, 1]. Hence, we can extend S s, t for
such processes as
S s, t(m, f)=C
n
k=0
S tk K sN t, tk+1 K sN t(m, fk).
Observe that for a given N ¥N, supt ¥ [0, 1] mˆNt (x2) <. almost surely so that
S s, t(mˆN, f) is well defined. We claim that
Corollary 2.2. For any N ¥N, any f of the form (2.1) and any
s ¥ [0, 1), (S s, t(mˆN, f), s [ t [ 1) is a bounded martingale with quadratic
variation
OS s, .(mˆN, f)Pt=
1
N2
Of, fP mˆ
N
s, t .
Further, for any g ¥ C2, 1b (R×[0, 1]) and any 0 [ s [ t [ 1,
OS s, .(mˆN, f), S s, .(mˆN, g)Pt=
1
N2
Of, gP mˆ
N
s, t .
Proof. Note first that we can approximate any function of type (2.1) by
a sequence fp(x, t)=;nk=0 1t ¥ [tk, tk+1[fpk(x) with functions fpk ¥ C2b(R) such
that
• On |x| [ p, for k ¥ {0, ..., n}, fpk(x, t)=fk(x),
• On |x| \ p+1 and k ¥ {0, ..., n}, fpk(x, t)=fk((p+1) sgn(x)).
• On p [ |x| [ p+1 and k ¥ {0, ..., n}, fpk(x, t) is smooth and
pointwise bounded by c|x|+d with c, d such that fk(x) [ c|x|+d for all
k ¥ {1, ..., n}. Further, its first and second space derivatives are uniformly
bounded byM :=2 supk ¥ {0, · · · n}(||“xfk ||.+||“2xfk(x)||.).
With such a choice of approximation, it is not difficult to verify that, for
any 0 [ s [ t [ 1
E[|S s, t(mˆN, f)−S s, t(mˆN, fp)|2]
[ 16 sup
u ¥ [0, 1]
E[mˆNu [(c|x|+d) 1|x| \ p]
2]+4M2 sup
u ¥ [0, 1]
E[mˆNu [1|x| \ p]].
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Hence, since for all given N ¥N, supu ¥ [0, 1] E[mˆNu [|x|4]] <., we conclude
that for any s, t ¥ [0, 1],
lim
pQ.
E[|S s, t(mˆN, f)−S s, t(mˆN, fp)|2]=0.
Further,
E[OS s, .(mˆN, f)−S s, .(mˆN, fp)Pt] [M2 sup
u ¥ [0, 1]
E[mˆNu [1|x| \ p]]
goes as well to zero as p goes to infinity. Thus, since for any p ¥N and
k ¥ {1, ..., n}, (S sK tk N tk+1, tK tk N tk+1(mˆN, fpk), t \ s) are martingales such that
OS sK tk N tk+1, .K tk N tk+1(mˆN, fpk), S
sK tl N tl+1, .K tl N tl+1(mˆN, fpl )Pt=0, if k ] l,
the proof of the lemma is complete. L
Remark 2.3. Note here that the condition supt ¥ [0, 1] mt(x2) <. is not
in fact necessary to define S s, t(m, f) with f of the form described in (2.1).
For instance, assume that
f(x, u)=C
n
k=0
1u ¥ [tk, tk+1[ckx+g(x, u)
with finite constants ck and g ¥ C2, 1(R×[tk, tk+1[) for all k ¥ {0, ..., n}
such that supt ¥ [0, 1] mt(g( · , t)2) <. and g( · , t) has bounded spatial deri-
vatives. Then, under the additional assumption that mt=P f nt for P a
Cauchy law and a process n. satisfying supt ¥ [0, 1] nt(x2) <., we can set for
any s, t ¥ [tk, tk+1[, k ¥ {0, ..., n},
S s, t(m, f) :=S s, t(m, g)+ck(nt(x)− ns(x)) (2.2)
and S s, t(m, g) is well defined. Further, Corollary 2.2 holds for such func-
tions whatever is the initial condition DN since its entries are finite.
2.2. Large Deviation Upper Bound
From the previous Itoˆ’s formula, one can deduce as in [6] a large devia-
tion upper bound for the measure valued process mˆN. ¥ C([0, 1], M1(R))).
To this end, we shall make the following assumption on the initial condi-
tion DN:
(H)
CD :=sup
N ¥N
mˆNDN (log(x
2+1)) <.,
implying that (mˆNDN , N ¥N) is tight. Moreover, mˆ
N
DN converges weakly, as N
goes to infinity, towards a probability measure mD.
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Then we shall prove, with the notations of (1.1)–(1.3), the following
Theorem 2.4. Assume (H). Then
(1) SmD is a good rate function on C([0, 1], M1(R)).
(2) For any closed set F of C([0, 1], M1(R)),
lim sup
NQ.
1
N2
log P(mˆN. ¥ F) [ − inf
n ¥ F
SmD (n).
The proof is very similar to that given in [6, Sections 2.2, 2.3, 2.4].
However, some arguments have to be changed since we do not assume that
supN ¥N mˆ
N
DN (x
2) <.. Since these arguments shall be important in our
derivation of the lower bound, we shall detail them below. The parts of the
proof that are identical to that given in [6] will be either merely sketched
or omitted.
We first prove that SmD is a good rate function. Then we show that
exponential tightness hold and then obtain a weak large deviation upper
bound, these two arguments yielding (2).
2.2.1. Study of the Rate Function
Let us first observe that SmD (n) is also given, when n0=mD, by
SmD (n)=
1
2
sup
f ¥ C2, 1b (R×[0, 1])
sup
0 [ s [ t [ 1
S s, t(n, f)2
Of, fPns, t
. (2.3)
Consequently, SmD is nonnegative. Moreover, SmD is obviously lower semi-
continuous as a supremum of continuous functions. Hence, we merely need
to check that its level sets are contained in relatively compact sets. For K
and C compact subsets of M1(R) and C([0, 1], R), respectively, and f a
bounded continuous function, set
K(K)={n ¥ C([0, 1], M1(R)), nt ¥K -t ¥ [0, 1]}
and
C(C, f)={n ¥ C([0, 1], M1(R)), (tQ nt(f)) ¥ C} .
With (fn)n ¥N a family of bounded continuous functions dense in the set
Cc(R) of compactly supported continuous functions, and KM and Cn
compact subsets of M1(R) and C([0, 1], R), respectively, recall (see [6,
Section 2.2]) that the sets
K=K(KM)3 1 3
n ¥N
C(Cn, fn)2
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are relatively compact subsets of C([0, 1], M1(R)). Indeed, the elements of
4n ¥N C(Cn, fn) can easily be seen to be tight by a standard diagonalization
procedure with limit points in C([0, 1], Cc(R)Œ), where Cc(R)Œ denotes the
algebraic dual of Cc(R). If they also belong to K(KM), their limit points
can be seen to belong to C([0, 1], M1(R)).
Following the above description of relatively compact subsets of
C([0, 1], M1(R)), and the well known characterizations of compact subsets
ofM1(R) and C([0, 1], R), to achieve our proof, it is enough to show that,
for anyM> 0,
(1) For any integer m, there is a positive real number LMm so that for
any n ¥ {SmD [M},
sup
0 [ s [ 1
ns(|x| \ LMm ) [
1
m
. (2.4)
(2) For any integer m and f ¥ C2b(R), there exists a positive real
number dMm so that for any n ¥ {SmD [M},
sup
|t− s| [ dMm
|nt(f)− ns(f)| [
1
m
. (2.5)
To prove (2.4), we consider, for d > 0, fd(x)=log(x2(1+dx2)−1+1) ¥
C2, 1b (R×[0, 1]). We observe that
C := sup
0 < d [ 1
||“xfd ||.+ sup
0 < d [ 1
||“2xfd ||.
is finite and, for d ¥ (0, 1],
: “xfd(x)−“xfd(y)
x−y
: [ C.
Hence, (2.3) implies, by taking f=fd in the supremum, that for any
d ¥ (0, 1], any t ¥ [0, 1], any m. ¥ {SmD [M},
mt(fd) [ m0(fd)+2Ct+2C`Mt .
Consequently, we deduce by the monotone convergence theorem and
letting d decrease to zero that for any m. ¥ {SmD [M},
sup
t ¥ [0, 1]
mt(log(x2+1)) [ mD(log(x2+1))+2C(1+`M ).
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Chebycheff’s inequality and hypothesis (H) thus imply that for any
m. ¥ {SmD [M} and any K ¥ R
+,
sup
t ¥ [0, 1]
mt(|x| \K) [
CD+2C(1+`M )
log(K2+1)
,
which finishes the proof of (2.4).
The proof of (2.5) again relies on (2.3) which implies that for any
f ¥ C2b(R), any m. ¥ {SmD [M} and any 0 [ s [ t [ 1,
|mt(f)−ms(f)| [ ||“2xf||. |t− s|+2 ||“xf||. `M`|t− s| . (2.6)
L
2.2.2. Exponential Tightness
Here, we shall prove that
Lemma 2.5. For any integer number L, there exists a finite integer
number N0 ¥N and a compact set KL in C([0, 1], M1(R)) such that
-N \N0 ,
P(mˆN ¥KcL) [ exp{−LN2} .
Proof. In view of the previous description of the relatively compact
subsets of C([0, 1], M1(R)), we need to show that
(a) For every positive real numbers L and m, there is an N0 ¥N and
a positive real numberML, m so that -N \N0
P 1 sup
0 [ t [ 1
mˆNt (|x| \ML, m) \
1
m
2 [ exp(−LN2)
(b) For any f ¥ C2b(R), for any positive real numbers L and m, there
exists an N0 ¥N and a positive real number dL, m, f such that -N \N0
P 1 sup
|t− s| [ dL, m, f
|mˆNt (f)− mˆ
N
s (f)| \
1
m
2 [ exp(−LN2).
The proof of the second point is exactly the same as that given in
[6, Lemma 2.16]; we shall omit it here. (a) is slightly different since the
initial data here plays a role and we describe its proof below.
Let us first note that Chebycheff’s inequality implies that
sup
0 [ s [ 1
mˆNs (|x| \M) [
1
log(M2+1)
sup
0 [ s [ 1
mˆNs (log(x
2+1)). (2.7)
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Denote by trN the normalized trace; trN(A)=
1
N;Ni=1 Aii. Then, by the
definition of mˆN. , for any s ¥ [0, 1],
mˆNs (log(x
2+1))=trN log ((HN(s)+DN)2+1). (2.8)
Remark that if A, B ¥HN are such that 0 [ A [ B (in the sense that for any
u ¥ CN, 0 [ Ou, AuP [ Ou, BuP),
trN(log(A)) [ trN(log(B)).
Indeed, if A, B are two self-adjoint matrices with eigenvalues
l1A [ l2A [ · · · [ lNA (resp. l1B [ l2B [ · · · [ lNB ) such that A [ B, then, for
any i ¥ {1, ..., N}, l iA [ l iB, and the monotonicity of log x proves the claim.
Therefore, since (HN(s)+DN)2+IN [ 2HN(s)2+2D2N+IN, (2.8) implies
that for s ¥ [0, 1],
mˆNs (log(x
2+1)) [ log 2+trN log(HN(s)2+D2N+1). (2.9)
Now,
trN log(HN(s)2+D
2
N+1)
=trN log(D
2
N+1)+F
1
0
“a trN log(aHN(s)2+D2N+1) da
=trN log(D
2
N+1)+F
1
0
trN(HN(s)(aHN(s)2+D
2
N+1)
−1HN(s)) da
[ trN log(D2N+1)+F
1
0
trN(HN(s)(aHN(s)2+1)−1HN(s)) da
=trN log(D
2
N+1)+trN log(HN(s)
2+1).
As a consequence, (2.9) gives, with hypothesis (H) and the concavity of
xQ log x,
sup
s ¥ [0, 1]
mˆNs (log(x
2+1)) [ log 2+CD+ sup
s ¥ [0, 1]
log (1+trN((HN(s))2)). (2.10)
Now, note that Chebycheff’s inequality yields for any K ¥ R+,
P( sup
s ¥ [0, 1]
trN((HN(s))2) \K) [ e−
1
8 N
2KE[e
1
4 C i [ j sup0 [ s [ 1 b
2
ij(s)+
1
4 C i < j sup0 [ s [ 1 b2
2
ij(s))]
=2
3N2
2 e−
1
8 N
2K,
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where we have used that for g < 1/2, by Désirè André’s reflection principle,
E(exp(g sup
0 [ s [ 1
b2ij(s)) [ 2E(exp(gb2ij(1)))=2(1−2g)−
1
2.
Using this estimate with (2.7) and (2.10) shows that with L0 :=log 2+CD,
any d > 0,
P( sup
s ¥ [0, 1]
mˆNs (|x| \ L) \ d) [ P( sup
s ¥ [0, 1]
trN((HN(s))2) \ (L2+1)de−L0−1)
[ 2
3N2
2 e−
1
8 N
2{(L2+1)d e −L0 −1},
which completes the proof of (a). L
2.2.3. Weak Large Deviation Upper Bound
We here summarize the main arguments giving the weak large deviation
upper bound.
Lemma 2.6. For every process n in C([0, 1], M1(R)), if Bd(n) denotes
the open ball with center n and radius d for the distance D, then
lim
dQ 0
lim sup
NQ.
1
N2
log P(mˆN ¥ Bd(n)) [ −SmD (n).
Proof. Note first that, since mˆNDN converges weakly towards mD, for any
d > 0, any N large enough, d(mˆNDN , m) < d ensuring that
lim
dQ 0
lim sup
NQ.
1
N2
log P(mˆN ¥ Bd(n))=−.
if n0 ] mD. Hence, we shall assume hereafter that n0=mD. We shall follow
the ideas developed in [15] and [6]. To this end, we define a family of
positive super-martingales {zN, sf , f ¥ C2, 1b (R×[0, 1])}, equal to 1 at t=s,
thanks to Lemma 2.1: we set, for t \ s \ 0,
zN, sf (t)=exp(N
2(S s, t(mˆN, f)− 12Of, fPmˆ
Ns, t))
=exp(N2S¯ s, t(mˆN, f)).
Let n ¥ C([0, 1], M1(R)) and f ¥ C2, 1b (R×[0, 1]); then Chebycheff’s
inequality implies that for any 0 [ s [ t [ 1,
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P(mˆN ¥ B(n, d))=E 51mˆN ¥ B(n, d) zN, sf (t)
zN, sf (t)
6
[ sup
nŒ ¥ B(n, d)
exp(−N2S¯ s, t(nŒ, f))
=exp(−N2 inf
nŒ ¥ B(n, d)
(S¯ s, t(nŒ, f))).
Note that if f belongs to C2, 1b (R×[0, 1]), the function nŒQ S¯ s, t(nŒ, f) is
continuous. Thus, for any function f ¥ C2, 1b (R×[0, 1]), we deduce
lim
dQ 0
lim sup
NQ.
1
N2
ln P(mˆN ¥ Bd(n)) [ −S s, t(n, f).
We conclude by taking the supremum over the functions f and the times
0 [ s [ t [ 1. L
2.3. Large Deviation Lower Bound
In this section we shall prove a large deviation lower bound estimate in
the case where m · satisfies,
(A) for some g > 0,
sup
t ¥ [0, 1]
mt(|x|5+g) <..
We shall further strengthen (H) by assuming
(H’) (H) holds and
sup
N ¥N
trN(D
2
N) <..
Theorem 2.7. Assume that (H’) holds. Then, for any m. ¥ C([0, 1],
M1(R)) satisfying (A),
lim
dQ 0
lim inf
NQ.
1
N2
log P(D(mˆN. , m.) [ d) \ −SmD (m.) .
A lower bound was already obtained in [6, Section 2.4] but for processes
m. satisfying a much less transparent condition, and further possessing fixed
initial conditions at 0. Here, we shall generalize this result by using several
approximations. The proof is hence rather technical and actually far from
straightforward. It is the most difficult part of this paper.
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The key to the theorem is to approximate the measure valued process mˆN. .
To this end, we introduce a matrix CN in HN with real-valued eigenvalues
(ci)1 [ i [N such that the spectral measure mˆ
N
C=(1/N);Ni=1 dci converges
towards the Cauchy law P(dx)=p−1(x2+1)−1 dx. Further, we choose the
entries {ci} such that
lim sup
NQ.
mˆNC ((log(x
2+1))2) <.. (2.11)
Moreover, we assume that for any E > 0, the limit distribution of DN+ECN
is the free convolution PE u mD (see [2]) where we have denoted by
PE(dx)=Ep−1(x2+E2)−1 dx the Cauchy law with parameter E. Note that,
because PE is the Cauchy law, it has been remarked (see [2, Section 7]) that
PE u mD is just the usual convolution PE f mD. The couple (CN, DN) can be
constructed as follows, once the eigenvalues (ci)1 [ i [N and (di)1 [ i [N of CN
and DN satisfying (2.11) and (H’) have been given. Let fM(x)=
xK (−M)NM and denote (C2N, M, D2N, M) the N×N diagonal matrices with
entries (fM(ci))1 [ i [N and (fM(di))1 [ i [N respectively. Let UN be a N×N
unitary matrix following the Haar measure m2N on the unitary group and
define (CN, M, DN, M)=(U
g
NC2N, MUN, D2N, M). Since (C2N, M, D2N, M) are uni-
formly bounded operators, [23, pp. 328–330] insures that (CN, M, DN, M) are
asymptotically free. Therefore, the limit distribution of DN, M+ECN, M is
PE p f−1EM u mD p f−1M . Further, with d denoting the Wasserstein distance,
d(mˆNCN, M , mˆ
N
CN ) [
2
N
C
N
i=1
1|ci| \M [
2
(log(1+M2))2
mˆNCN[(log(1+x
2))2]
so that (2.11) results with
lim
MQ.
sup
N ¥N
d(mˆNCN, M , mˆ
N
CN )=0.
Similarly, (H) implies that limMQ. supN ¥N d(mˆ
N
DN, M , mˆ
N
DN )=0, and both (H)
and (2.11) imply that limMQ. supN ¥N d(mˆ
N
DN, M+ECN, M , mˆ
N
DN,.+ECN,. )=0.
Consequently, by uniformity on N ¥N, PE p f−1M u mD p f−1M converges
as M goes to infinity towards PE u mD and we can choose M=MN so
that the limit distribution of DN, MN+ECN, MN is PE u mD. We then set
(CN, DN) :=(CN, MN , DN, MN ). Clearly, this new choice still verifies (2.11)
and (H’). We assume in the following that such a construction has been
made, independently of the Hermitian Brownian motion to come next, and
work with such a given realization of the UN’s (hence with quenched
(CN, DN)).
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We then introduce, for E > 0, the following approximation XEN of the
matrix-valued process XN
XEN(t) :=XN(t)+ECN=HN(t)+DN+ECN.
We denote by mˆN, E. the empirical process of the eigenvalues of XEN. The
central lemma in the proof of Theorem 2.7 is the following
Lemma 2.8. For any E > 0, for any m. ¥ C([0, 1], M1(R)) satisfying
Assumption (A) and such that SmD (m) <., for any d > 0,
lim inf
NQ.
1
N2
log P(mˆN, E ¥ B(PE f m., d)) \ −SPE f mD (PE f m).
Note that Lemma 2.8 and Theorem 2.4 yield already the following
Corollary 2.9. For any E > 0, for any closed subset F of C([0, 1],
M1(R)),
lim sup
NQ.
1
N2
log P(mˆN, E. ¥ F) [ − inf{SPE f mD (n), n ¥ F}.
Further, for any open set O of C([0, 1], M1(R)),
lim inf
NQ.
1
N2
log P(mˆN, E. ¥ O)
\ − inf{SPE f mD (n), n ¥ O, n=PE f m, m satisfies (A) and SmD (m) <.}.
To deduce Theorem 2.7 from Lemma 2.8, we shall need the following
two auxiliary lemmas. First:
Lemma 2.10. For any E > 0, any m. ¥ C([0, 1], M1(R)) such that
SmD (m) <.,
SPE f mD (PE f m) [ SmD (m).
And secondly:
Lemma 2.11. Consider, for L ¥ R+, the compact set KL of M1(R)
given by
KL={m ¥M1(R); m(log(x2+1)) [ L}.
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Then, onKNE (KL) :=4t ¥ [0, 1] {{mˆN, Et ¥KL} 5 {mˆNt ¥KL}},
D(mˆN, E. , mˆN. ) [ f(N, E),
where
lim sup
EQ 0
lim sup
NQ.
f(N, E)=0.
In the next paragraph, we shall deduce Theorem 2.7 from Lemmas 2.8,
2.10 and 2.11. Lemma 2.8 will be proved in the next subsection. Lemmas
2.10 and 2.11 will be the subject of the two last paragraphs.
2.3.1. Proof of Theorem 2.7
Following Lemma 2.5 and its proof, we deduce from hypothesis (H’) and
(2.11) that for anyM ¥ R+, we can find LM ¥ R+ such that for any L \ LM,
sup
0 [ E [ 1
P(KNE (KL)
c) [ e−MN
2
. (2.12)
Fix M> SmD (m)+1 and L \ LM. Let d > 0 be given. Next, observe that
PE f m. converges weakly towards m. as E goes to zero and choose conse-
quently E small enough so that D(PE f m., m.) < d3 . Then, write
P(mˆN. ¥ B(m., d))
\ P 1D(mˆN. , m.) < d3, mˆN, E. ¥ B 1PE f m., d32 ,KNE (KL)2
\ P 1 mˆN, E. ¥ B 1PE f m., d322−P(KNE (KL)c)
−P 1D(mˆN, E. , mˆN. ) \ d3,KNE (KL)2
=I−II−III.
(2.12) implies, up to terms of smaller order, that
II [ e−N
2(SmD(m)+1).
Lemma 2.11 shows that III=0 for E small enough and N large, while
Lemmas 2.8 and 2.10 imply for any g > 0, N large and E > 0
I \ e−N
2SPE f mD(PE f m)−N
2
g \ e−N
2SmD(m)−N
2
g.
Theorem 2.7 is proved. L
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2.3.2. Proof of Lemma 2.8
In this section, we are given a process m. ¥ {SmD <.} and a threshold
E > 0. We set mEt :=PE f mt for t ¥ [0, 1]. By Lemma 2.10, SPE f mD (mE) <.
and thus S0, 1(mE)=SPE f mD (m
E) <. . The main advantage of mE. (in com-
parison with m.) is that its marginals possess bounded densities. However,
we shall later need also some additional time regularity of this process.
Hence, we shall in a first step approximate mE. by smooth polygonal
approximations mE, D. . Once this is done, we shall study the processes mE, D.
and show that the lower bound obtained in [6, Section 2.4], applies in
small neighborhood of mE, D. , hence proving the lemma.
Step 1. Time approximations. We shall see that if 0=t1 < t2 < · · · < tn
=1 with ti=(i−1) D and if we set, for t ¥ [tk, tk+1[,
mE, Dt =m
E
tk+
(t−tk)
D
[mEtk+1 −m
E
tk],
then
lim
D a 0
S0, 1(mE, D)=S0, 1(mE). (2.13)
Observe first that since mE, D converges weakly to mE as D goes to zero, the
lower semi-continuity of S0, 1 implies that
lim inf
D a 0
S0, 1(mE, D) \ S0, 1(mE).
Now, recall that, since S0, 1(mE) is finite, Riesz’s theorem implies that there
exists hE with
F 1
0
F (“xhEu(x))2 dmEu(x) du <.
so that
inf
f ¥ C2, 1b (R×[0, 1])
F 1
0
F (“xf(x, u)−“xhEu(x))2 dmEu(x) du=0 (2.14)
and for any f ¥ C2, 1b (R×[0, 1]),
S0, 1(mE, f)=F 1
0
F “xhEu(x) “xf(x, u) dmEu(x) du. (2.15)
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Further,
S0, 1(mE)=12 F
1
0
F (“xhEu(x))2 dmEu du. (2.16)
It will be convenient to also recall that, using the continuity of uW mEu and
(2.15), one has that for any time independent smooth function g( · ),
mEtk+1 (g)−m
E
tk (g)=F
tk+1
tk
F “xhEs(x) “x g(x) dmEs(x) ds
+
1
2
F tk+1
tk
F F gŒ(x)−gŒ(y)
x−y
dmEs(x) dm
E
s(y) ds. (2.17)
Let HmEu (x)=PV >(x−y)−1 dmEu(y) (the occurrence of the principal value is
due to the fact that while (“xft(x)−“yft(y))/(x−y) is bounded con-
tinuous, > dmEs(x) “xft(y)/(x−y) is not defined except as principal value).
Then, separating the double integral in (2.17) using the definition of
principal value and Fubini’s theorem,
mEtk+1 (g)−m
E
tk (g)=F
tk+1
tk
F (“xhEs(x)+HmEs (x)) “x g(x) dmEs(x) ds. (2.18)
Consequently, for t ¥ [tk, tk+1[, writing mEt (dx)=rEt (x) dx and using g(x)=
f(t, x) to obtain the first equality,
“tmE, Dt (f(t, · ))=mE, Dt (“tf(t, · ))+D−1 F
tk+1
tk
mEs[(HmEs+“xh
E
s) “xf(t, · )] ds
=mE, Dt (“tf(t, · ))+mE, Dt (“xf(t, · )(HmE, Dt +“xh
E, D
t )),
where
“xhE, Dt (x) —
> tk+1tk (HmEu (x)+“xhEu(x)) rEu(x) du
D(rEtk+
(t−tk)
D
[rEtk+1 −r
E
tk])
−HmEtk (x)
−
(t−tk)
D
(HmEtk+1 (x)−Hm
E
tk
(x)). (2.19)
Then, by definition of S0, 1( · ),
S0, 1(mE, D) [ 12 F
1
0
F (“xhE, Du (x))2 dmE, Du (x) du (2.20)
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with equality if
inf
f ¥ C2, 1b (R×[0, 1])
F 1
0
F (“xf(x, u)−“xhE, Du (x))2 dmE, Du (x) du=0.
Note that, since mEt=PE f mt,
|HmEu (x)|=
: F (x−y)
(x−y)2+E2
dmu(y): [ 12E
is uniformly bounded, as well as
rEu(x)=F
E
p
1
(x−y)2+E2
dmu(y) [
1
Ep
.
Also, for a given x, rEu(x) ] 0. Finally, by continuity of uQ mu, for any
given x, uQ rEu(x) and uQHmEu (x) are continuous. We can precise these
continuity statement as follows. Note that since S0, 1(m) is finite, we can use
(2.6) with f(y)= (x−y)
(x−y)2+E2
and f(y)=Ep
1
(x−y)2+E2
for fixed x, to obtain, as
both have uniformly bounded derivatives (independently of the given x but
depending on E ] 0), that
sup
|u−v| [ D
sup
x
|rEu(x)−r
E
v(x)| [ c(E)`D ,
sup
|u−v| [ D
sup
x
|HmEu (x)−HmEv (x)| [ c(E)`D (2.21)
for a finite constant c(E). Further, since m. ¥ C([0, 1], M1(R)), we know
that forM large enough, all u ¥ [0, 1],
mu([−M, M]) \ (1/2).
Consequently,
rEu(x) \
E
2p(supy ¥ [−M, M] (x−y)2+E2)
=
E
2p((|x|+M)2+E2)
. (2.22)
Thus, with (2.21), we find a finite constant cŒ(E) such that for any
f=fu( · ) and any k ¥ {1, ..., n},
: > tk+1tk fu(x) rEu(x) du
D(rEtk+(t−tk)/D [r
E
tk+1 −r
E
tk])
−
1
D
F tk+1
tk
fu(x) du :
[ cŒ(E)(1+x2)`D 1
D
F tk+1
tk
|fu(x)| du.
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Applying the above estimate with fu(x)=“xhEu(x) or fu=HmEu (x), we
deduce first that uniformly on k,
> tk+1tk (HmEu (x)+“xhEu(x)) rEu(x) du
D(rEtk+(t−tk)/D [r
E
tk+1 −r
E
tk])
=1 1
D
F tk+1
tk
(“xhEu(x)+HmEu (x)) du2
+0((x2+1)`D )) 1 1
D
F tk+1
tk
(|“xhEu(x)|+|HmEu (x)|) du2 .
Then, using (2.21) to estimate the second term in the definition of “xhE, D
and the uniform bound on HmEu , we obtain
: “xhE, Dt (x)−D−1 C
k
1t ¥ [tk, tk+1] F
tk+1
tk
“xhEu(x) du :
[ 0((1+x2)`D ) 5D−1 C
k
1t ¥ [tk, tk+1] F
tk+1
tk
|“xhEu(x)| du+16 . (2.23)
Consequently, for any g > 0,
F 1
0
F
[−D −
1
4
+g, D −
1
4
+g]
(“xhE, Du )2 dmE, Du du
[ (1+O(D2g)) F 1
0
F
[−D −
1
4
+g, D −
1
4
+g]
(“xhEu)2 dmEu
[ 2(1+O(D2g)) S0, 1(mE)+O(D2g). (2.24)
To finish the proof of the result, we shall prove that hE, D· (x) is well
controlled for large x.
To see this, note that, since SmD (m) is finite and mD has finite second
moment, we can prove as in [6, Lemma 2.9] that
sup
u ¥ [0, 1]
mu(x2) <..
We claim that it implies that there exists a finite constant C=C(E) so that
sup
u ¥ [0, 1]
rEu(x) [
C
x2
. (2.25)
Indeed,
x2rEu(x)=
E
p
F x
2
(x−y)2+E2
dmu(y)
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and
f(x, y)=
E
p
x2
((x−y)2+E2)
[
E
p
x2
((x−y)2+E2)
:
x=y+E2/y
[ C(E)(1+y2) ,
implying (2.25). As a consequence of (2.22) and (2.25), we deduce that
there exists a finite constant CŒ(E) so that for x big enough,
sup
u, v ¥ [0, 1]
rEu
rEv
(x) [ CŒ(E).
Therefore, for x big enough, for any test function f,
: > tk+1tk furEu(x) du
D(rEtk+(t−tk)/D [r
E
tk+1 −r
E
tk])
: [ CŒ(E) 1
D
F tk+1
tk
|fu | du.
Thus, since HmEu is uniformly bounded, we find a finite constant C so that
for x big enough, for t ¥ [tk, tk+1),
|“xhE, Dt (x)| [
C
D
F tk+1
tk
|“xhEu(x)| du+C.
Hence,
F 1
0
F
[−D −
1
4
+g, D −
1
4
+g]c
(“xhE, Du (x))2 dmE, Du (x) du
[ CŒ 1F 1
0
F
[−D −
1
4
+g, D −
1
4
+g]c
(“xhEu(x))2 dmEu(x) du
+F 1
0
mE, Du ([−D
−14+g, D−
1
4+g]c) du2 .
This, together with (2.19) and (2.24), yields
lim
DQ 0
S0, 1(mE, D) [ lim
DQ 0
S0, 1(mE, D, hE, D) [ S0, 1(mE). (2.26)
Step 2. Study of the field hE, D. Let us recall that the condition of
[6, Section 2.4], under which a lower bound was obtained for mE, D is that
hE, D belongs to C2, 1b (R×[0, 1]) and that “xhE, D has a Fourier transform
decreasing exponentially fast at infinity. We shall in this paragraph study
hE, D and show that it nearly satisfies these hypotheses. In the next step, we
shall precise the arguments of [6] to show that the properties of hE, D, even
though slightly different from that assumed in [6, Section 2.4], still
guarantee the lower bound.
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We summarize the properties of hE, D in the following
Lemma 2.12. Assume that for any t ¥ [0, 1], mt satisfies assumption (A).
Then, for any E, D > 0, any u ¥ [0, 1],
hE, Du (x)=C
n−1
k=1
1u ¥ [tk, tk+1[h
E, D
k (x, u)
with functions hE, Dk (x, u) of the form
hE, Dk (x, u)=a
D
kx+b
D
k (u) log(x
2+1)+gE, Dk (x, u)
with finite constants aDk , continuously differentiable functions b
D
k ( · ) and
functions gE, Dk ¥ C2, 1b (R×[tk, tk+1[). Further, for all k ¥ {1, ..., n−1}, all
x ¥ R and all u ¥ [tk, tk+1[, there exist functions lE, Dk and a finite constant C
such that
“xhE, Dk (x, u)=aDk+F e itxlE, Dk (t, u) dt
for any u ¥ [tk, tk+1[ and any k ¥ {1, ..., n−1},
|lE, Dk (t, u)| [ Ce−
E
2 |t|. (2.27)
Proof. To study hE, D, we shall first obtain an alternative formula
(compare with (2.19)). More precisely, observe that hE, D is also given by the
weak equation
S0, 1(mE, D, f)=F 1
0
F “xhE, Du (x) “xf(x, u) dmE, Du (x) du (2.28)
for any f ¥ C2, 1b (R×[0, 1]). Observe that dmE, Du (x)=rE, Du (x) dx with, when
u ¥ [tk, tk+1[,
rE, Du (x)=
E
p
F 1
(x−y)2+E2
1dmtk (y)+u−tkD d(mtk+1 −mtk )(y)2 .
By (2.28), reducing again to integration over u ¥ [tk, tk+1[, it holds that for
almost every such u, and every time independent smooth function f,
“u F f(x) rE, Du (x) dx=F “xf(x) rE, Du (x)[HmE, Du (x)+“xhE, Du (x)] dx .
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Hence, for almost every such u,
F f(x) r
E
tk+1 (x)−r
E
tk (x)
D
dx=F “xf(x) rE, Du (x)[HmE, Du (x)+“xhE, Du (x)] dx ,
and the last equality extends by continuity to every u ¥ [tk, tk+1), but then,
integrating by parts, we obtain
“xhE, Du (x)=−(DrE, Du (x))−1 F
.
x
(rEtk+1 −r
E
tk )(y) dy−HmE, Du (x) (2.29)
almost everywhere, and then everywhere by continuity.
From (2.29), we first note that
(1) uQ “xhE, Du (x) is differentiable for any x (note that for any given
x, uQ rE, Du (x) is continuously differentiable and bounded below by a posi-
tive constant) except at the tk’s.
(2) xQ “xhE, Du (x) is C. for any u due to the regularization by the
Cauchy kernel.
(3) Let us show that “xhE, Du and “2xhE, Du are uniformly bounded when
mu satisfies (A) for any u. By continuity of x, uQ “xhE, Du (x) and
x, uQ “2xhE, Du (x), it is enough to bound supu |“2xhE, Du | and supu |“2xhE, Du |
outside of a fixed compact set, chosen below equal to [−1, 1].
Remark first that
F.
x
(rE, Dtk+1 −r
E, D
tk )(xŒ) dxŒ
=
E
p
F.
x
F F (2xŒ−y−yŒ)(y−yŒ)
((xŒ−y)2+E2)((xŒ−yŒ)2+E2) dmtk (y) dmtk+1 (yŒ) dxŒ. (2.30)
Since >.−. rE, Dtk+1 (x) dx=>.−. rE, Dtk (x) dx=1, the integration over xŒ can be
taken on (−., x) when x [ 0 so that we can always assume that |xŒ| \ |x|.
Moreover , when xŒ ] 0, and for any y, yŒ ¥ R,
(2xŒ−y−yŒ)(y−yŒ)
((xŒ−y)2+E2)((xŒ−yŒ)2+E2)
=2(xŒ)−31 (1−(2xŒ)−1(y+yŒ))(y−yŒ)
(1−2(y/xŒ)+(y2+E2)/(xŒ)2)(1−2(yŒ/xŒ)+((yŒ)2+E2)/(xŒ)2)
2
=2(xŒ)−3(1+3(2xŒ)−1(y+yŒ)+f(xŒ, y, yŒ))(y−yŒ)
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with
f(xŒ, y, yŒ)
=
(1−(2xŒ)−1 (y+yŒ))
(1−2(y/xŒ)+(y2+E2)/(xŒ)2)(1−2(yŒ/xŒ)+((yŒ)2+E2)/(xŒ)2)
−1−3(2xŒ)−1(y+yŒ).
It is not difficult to see that for d small enough, we can find a finite
constant C(d, E) such that for any triple (xŒ, y, yŒ) such that |y/xŒ| [ d,
|yŒ/xŒ| [ d, |xŒ| \ 1,
|f(xŒ, y, yŒ)| [ C(d, E)((y/xŒ)−2+(yŒ/xŒ)−2). (2.31)
Further, for any triple (xŒ, y, yŒ),
|f(xŒ, y, yŒ)| [ E−4(xŒ)4 11+: y
xŒ
:+: yŒ
xŒ
: 2+1+3
2
1 : y
xŒ
:+: yŒ
xŒ
: 2
so that for any g > 0, any (xŒ, y, yŒ) such that |y| \ d |xŒ|
|xŒ|1+g |f(xŒ, y, yŒ)| [ C(E)(|xŒ|5+g+|xŒ|g (|xŒ|4+1)(|y|+|yŒ|)+|xŒ|1+g)
[ C(E, d, g)(|y|5+g+|y|g (|y|4+1)(|y|+|yŒ|)+|y|1+g)
[ CŒ(E, d, g)(1+|y|)5+g (1+|yŒ|)5+g (2.32)
with finite constants C(E), C(E, d, g), and CŒ(E, d, g). By symmetry, the
same estimate holds when |yŒ| \ d |xŒ| and therefore we conclude with (2.31)
that for any g ¥ (0, 1], there exists a finite constant c(E, g) such that for any
|xŒ| \ 1 and any y, yŒ,
|xŒ|1+g |f(xŒ, y, yŒ)| [ c(E, g)(1+|y|)5+g (1+|yŒ|)5+g. (2.33)
In the sequel, we always assume that m satisfies (A), take g ¥ (0, 1], write
ci(E, g) for finite constants that depend on E and g only. Then, for any
|x| \ 1, any u ¥ [tk, tk+1[, any k ¥ {1, ..., n},
e (1)u (x) :=: E
p
F.
x
F F (xŒ)−3 f(xŒ, y, yŒ) dmtk (y) dmtk+1 (yŒ) dxŒ:
[
E
p(3+g)
c0(E, g) 1 sup
u ¥ [0, 1]
F (1+|y|)5+g dmu(y)22 |x|−3−g
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and
F.
x
(rEtk+1 −r
E
tk )(y) dy
=
E
p
1
x2
(mtk (y)−mtk+1 (y))+
3E
px3
(mtk (y
2)−mtk+1 (y
2))+e (1)tk (x). (2.34)
Similarly, one gets that for any |x| \ 1, any u ¥ [tk, tk+1[,
rE, Du (x)=
E
px2
+
2E
px3
1mtk (y)+u−tkD (mtk+1 (y)−mtk (y))2+e (2)u (x) (2.35)
with a function e (2) satisfying sup|x| \ 1, u ¥ [0, 1] |e
(2)
u (x)| [ c2(E, g) |x|−3−g. From
(2.34) and (2.35), we conclude that for |x| \ 1,
(DrE, Du (x))
−1 F.
x
(rEtk+1 −r
E
tk )(y) dy
=
mtk (y)−mtk+1 (y)
D
+D−1 13(mtk (y2)−mtk+1 (y2))−2 1mtk (y)−mtk+1 (y)2
×1mtk (y)+u−tkD (mtk+1 (y)−mtk (y)22 x−1+e(3)u (x), (2.36)
where, as above, sup|x| \ 1, u ¥ [0, 1] |e
(3)
u (x)| [ c3(E, g) |x|−1−g. Similarly, we find
that
HmE, Du (x)=x
−1+e (4)u (x)
with a function e (4) such that sup|x| \ 1, u ¥ [0, 1] |e
(4)
u (x)| [ c4(E, g) |x|−2. Thus,
(2.29) implies that for all |x| \ 1,
“xhE, Du (x)=−“um0, Du (y)
+(2m0, Du (y) “um0, Du (y)−3“um0, Du (y2)−1) x−1+e (5)u (x) (2.37)
with a function e (5) such that
sup
|x| \ 1, u ¥ [0, 1]
|e (5)u (x)| [ c5(E, g) |x|−1−g. (2.38)
Consequently, supx, u ¥ [0, 1] |“xhE, Du | <., and, by a similar (and easier!)
argument, supx, u ¥ [0, 1] |“2xhE, Du | <..
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Letting
aDk=−“um0, Du (y)=
mtk (y)−mtk+1 (y)
D
bDk (u)=2m
0, D
u (y) “um0, Du (y)−3“um0, Du (y2)−1,
we find that for some finite constants Ck, h
E, D
u is of the form
hE, Du (x)=Ck+a
D
kx+b
D
k (u) log(x
2+1)+gE, Du (x)
with a function gE, Du (x) ¥ C2, 1b (R×[tk, tk+1[) going to zero at infinity faster
than |x|−g, uniformly with respect to the time variable. Observe that the
Ck’s are irrelevant here since S s, t(mE, D, f) does not depend on them for any
f ¥ C2, 1b (R×[0, 1]). Hence, we choose them equal to zero. It remains to
prove the last part of the lemma. From the above,
“xhE, Du (x)−aDk=2bDk (u)
x
x2+1
+“x gE, Du (x).
Note that
x
x2+E2
=R(x+iE)−1
can be written for E > 0 as
x
x2+E2
=R 1−i F.
0
e it(x+iE) dt2=F e itx 1 −i sgn(t)
2
e−E|t|2 dt. (2.39)
Further, observe that “xhE, Du can be extended as an analytic function on
W={z: E > I(z) > − E}. Indeed, the definitions of rEu(x) and HmEu (x) extend
immediately as analytic functions on W, and further rEu( · ) does not vanish
on W. Consequently, “x gE, Du (x) is well defined and extends as an analytic
function on W. Thus, for any t ¥ R,
5“x gE, Du (t)=
1
2p
F e itx “x gE, Du (x) dx
=
1
2p
F e itx− EŒt “x gE, Du (x+iEŒ) dx.
Observe that we can extend the study of the asymptotics of “x gE, Du to the
complex line {x+iEŒ, x ¥ R} to see that “x gE, Du (x+iEŒ) decreases as
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|x+iEŒ|−1−g at infinity. Hence, “x gE, Du (x+iEŒ) ¥ L1(dx) and the uniformity
in time of our estimate of the function e (5) extends to the complex line
{x+iEŒ, x ¥ R}. This shows that, when EŒ < E,
C(EŒ, E, D) := sup
u ¥ [0, 1]
F |“x gE, Du (x+iEŒ)| dx <..
Therefore,
|5“x gE, Du (t)| [ F |“x gE, Du (x+iEŒ)| dx e−EŒt [ C(EŒ, E, D) e−EŒt.
Finally, “x gE, Du decreases at infinity like |x|−1−g so that it belongs to
L1(R) 5 L2(R). Thus, the representation theorem yields
“x gE, Du (x)=F e itx5“x gE, Du (t) dt
which, with the above estimate of5“x gE, Du completes the proof of the
lemma. L
Step 3. Proof of Lemma 2.8. We shall here present the main steps of
the proof, leaving only a few technical points for the next (and last) step.
Let
AMN :={XN ¥ C([0, 1],HN); XN(t)=ECN+WN(t), sup
u ¥ [0, 1]
trN W
2
N(u) [M}.
Write now, with dŒ < (d/2), and for D small enough,
P(mˆN, E ¥ B(mE, d))
\ P({mˆN, E ¥ B(mE, D, dŒ)} 5 {XEN ¥ AMN }; eN
2S¯ 0, 1(mˆN, E, hE, D) e−N
2S¯ 0, 1(mˆN, E, hE, D)).
(2.40)
Here, S¯0, 1(mˆN, E, hE, D) is defined as in Corollary 2.2. Defining S¯0, 1(mE, hE, D)
as in Remark 2.3, we shall prove in the next step that, if D(N, mE, D, dŒ, M)=
{w: {XEN(w) ¥ AMN } 5 {mˆN, E ¥ B(mE, D, dŒ)}},
lim sup
dŒQ 0
lim sup
NQ.
sup
w ¥ D(N, mE, D, dŒ, M)
|S¯0, 1(mˆN, E, hE, D)− S¯0, 1(mE, hE, D)|=0. (2.41)
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As a consequence, (2.40) shows that for any g > 0, for N large enough and
dŒ small enough,
P(mˆN, E ¥ B(mE, d)) \ e−N
2(S¯ 0, 1(mE, hE, D)+g) P(D(N, mE, D, dŒ, M); eN2S¯ 0, 1(mˆN, E, hE, D)).
(2.42)
Denote PhE, D the probability measure onHN given by
PhE, D(dX
E
N)=e
N2S¯ 0, 1(mˆN, E, hE, D) P(dXEN).
Then (2.42) gives for N large enough
P({mˆN, E ¥ B(mE, d)})
\ e−N
2(S¯ 0, 1(mE, hE, D)+g)(PhE, D(mˆN, E ¥ B(mE, D, dŒ))−PhE, D(XEN ¥ (AMN )c)).
(2.43)
We first show that PhE, D(X
E
N ¥ (AMN )c) is negligible whenM is large enough.
In fact, because “xhE, D is uniformly bounded according to Lemma 2.12, we
find a finite constant C such that
F 1dPhE, D
dP
22dP [ CeCN2, (2.44)
whereas, by exponential tightness of Lemma 2.5 (see its proof and (H’)),
for any L > 0, there existsM(L) so that forM \M(L),
P((AMN )
c) [ e−2LN
2
.
Hence, Cauchy–Schwarz’s inequality gives forM \M(L+C),
PhE, D(X
E
N ¥ (AMN )c) [`C e−LN
2
. (2.45)
We shall now prove that for any dŒ > 0,
lim
NQ.
PhE, D(mˆN, E ¥ B(mE, D, dŒ))=1. (2.46)
By (2.44), assumptions (A) and (H’), and Lemma 2.5, we first observe
that the law of mˆN, E under PhE, D is exponentially tight and hence tight. Let
us show that it admits a unique limit point. Girsanov’s theorem shows that
PhE, D is the weak solution of
dZN(t)=dHN(t)+(“xhE, Dt )(ZN(t)) dt (2.47)
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with initial data ZN(0)=DN+ECN. In fact, even though not needed here,
one can remark (see the proof of Theorem 4.1) that for any given N, since
“xhE, Dt is a Lipschitz operator function according to Lemma 2.12, (2.47)
admits a unique solution.
Consequently, we can show as in [6] (see Lemma 2.1) that for any
f ¥ C2, 1b (R×[0, 1]), for any s ¥ [0, 1),
MNf, s(t)=S
s, t(mˆN, E, f)−F t
s
F “xf(x, u) “xhE, Du (x) dmˆN, Eu (x) du
is a martingale for t ¥ [s, 1] with quadratic variation N−2Of, fP mˆ
N, E
s, t going
to zero as N goes to infinity. Henceforth, any limit point n of mˆN, E under
PhE, D satisfies the equation
S s, t(n, f)=Of, hE, DPns, t. (2.48)
Further, according to the construction of CN and DN, n0=PE f m0. One can
prove that this equation admits a unique solution following the proof of
[6, Lemma 2.9]. Indeed, take f(x, t) :=e ilx in (2.48) and denote by
Lt(l)=> e ilx dnt(x) the Fourier transform of nt. Then we find, with the
notations of Lemma 2.12, that for t ¥ [0=t1, t2],
Lt(l)=L0(l)−
l2
2
F t
0
F 1
0
Ls(al)Ls((1−a) l) da ds
+il F t
0
1aD1Ls(l)+FLs(l+lŒ) lE, D1 (lŒ, s) dlŒ 2 ds. (2.49)
Multiplying both sides of this equality by e−
E
4 |l| gives, with LEt (l)=
e−
E
4 |l|Lt(l),
LEt (l)=L
E
0(l)−
l2
2
F t
0
F 1
0
LEs(al)L
E
s((1−a) l) da ds
+il F t
0
1aD1LEs(l)+FLEs(l+lŒ) e E4 |l+lŒ|− E4 |l| lE, D1 (lŒ, s) dlŒ 2 ds.
(2.50)
Therefore, if n, n2 Œ are two solutions with Fourier transforms L and L2
respectively and if we set DEt (R)=sup|l| [ R |L
E
t (l)−L2
E
t (l)|, we deduce
from (2.27) and (2.50) (see [6], proof of Lemma 2.6, for details) that there
exists a finite constant C such that
DEt (R) [
CR
E
F t
0
D¯Es(R) ds+2tRe
− E4 R.
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By Gronwall’s lemma, we deduce that
DEt (R) [ 2R e−
E
4 R e
CR
E
t
and thus that DEt (.)=0 for t < y — (E2/4C)N t2. By induction over the
time, we conclude that DEt (.)=0 for any time t [ t2, and then any time
t [ 1, and therefore that n=n2. Thus, since mE, D already satisfies this equa-
tion by the definition of hE, D, we conclude that mˆN, E converges towards mE, D
under PhE, D. Hence, (2.46) is proved.
Equations (2.43), (2.45), and (2.46) shows that for any g > 0, any D > 0
small enough,
lim inf
NQ.
1
N2
log P(mˆN, E ¥ B(mE, d)) \ −S¯0, 1(mE, D, hE, D)−g.
Letting D a 0, and then g a 0, we get, with (2.13), Lemma 2.8.
Step 4. Proof of the technical result (2.41). In this last part, to prove
(2.41), we must deal with the fact that hE, D is unbounded and actually
growing with x at infinity, which is not integrable with respect to the
Cauchy law. This appears to be a real problem when dealing with the con-
vergence of mˆN, Et (h
E, D
t ). However, one can observe that our rate function
only depends on differences mˆN, Et (h
E, D
t )− mˆ
N, E
s (h
E, D
s ) where these singular
terms cancel, and hope that S0, 1(mˆN, E, hE, D) will converge towards
S0, 1(mE, hE, D) defined as in Remark 2.3.
Since hE, D is of the type of functions described in Remark 2.3, we con-
sider more generally such functions here. Hence, let
f(x, u)=C
n
k=0
1u ¥ [tk, tk+1[ ckx+g(x, u)
with finite constants ck and g ¥ C2, 1(R×[tk, tk+1[) for all k ¥ {0, ..., n}
such that supt ¥ [0, 1] mt(g
2
t ) <. and gt has bounded spatial derivatives. For
K ¥ R+, set
f2K(x)=˛x if |x| [K−1,K−1/2 if |x| \K,
f2K is smooth in between with first and second
derivatives bounded by one.
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Let
fK(x, u)=C
n
k=0
1u ¥ [tk, tk+1[ckf2K(x)+g(x, u).
We first prove that for any m.=p f n. with a probability measure p such
that supt mt(g
2
t ) <. and a probability measure valued process n. such that
supt ¥ [0, 1] nt(x2) <.,
lim
KQ.
S0, 1(m., fK)=S2 0, 1(m., f), (2.51)
where we have used the notations of Remark 2.3 and S0, 1 is defined as in
Corollary 2.2. Note first that for all s, t ¥ [tk, tk+1[,
S s, t(m., fK)
=S s, t(m., g)−
ck
2
F t
s
mu é mu 1“xf2K(x)−“xf2K(y)x−y 2 du+ck(mt(f2K)−ms(f2K))
=I−II+III.
Observe that since m. ¥ C([0, 1], M1(R)) has tight marginals and “xf2K is
null except for |x| ¥ [K−1, K] where it can be chosen bounded by one, II
goes to zero as K goes to infinity.
Now, let us consider III.
c−1k III=mt(f2K)−ms(f2K)
=F (x−y) 1|x+z| [K−1 1|y+z| [K−1 dnt(x) dns(y) dp(z)+IV (2.52)
Clearly,
lim
KQ.
F (x−y) 1|x+z| [K−1 1|y+z| [K−1 dnt(x) dns(y) dp(z)=nt(x)− ns(x).
Moreover, IV is bounded by
V :=F |f2K(x+z)−f2K(y+z)| 1{{|y+z| [K−1} 5 {|x+z| [K−1}}c dnt(x) dns(y) dp(z)
[ F |x−y| 1{{|y+z| [K−1} 5 {|x+z| [K−1}}c dnt(x) dns(y) dp(z),
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where we have used that f2K is Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant bounded
by one. Hence, Cauchy–Schwarz’s inequality gives
|IV|2 [ F |x−y|2 dnt(x) dns(y) F 1{{|y+z| [K−1} 5 {|x+z| [K−1}}c dnt(x) dns(y) dp(z),
(2.53)
where the first term is uniformly bounded according to our assumption
and the second goes to zero as K goes to infinity by tightness of
(p f nt, t ¥ [0, 1]). Hence, (2.52) shows that
lim
KQ.
(mt(f2K)−ms(f2K))=(nt(x)− ns(x)),
which completes the proof of (2.51). Note here that this convergence is
uniform on processes n. such that supt ¥ [0, 1] nt(x2) [M for M ¥ R+. Hence,
we see similarly that, uniformly on N,
lim
KQ.
sup
w ¥ AMN
|S0, 1(mˆN, E(w), fK)−S0, 1(mˆN, E(w), f)|=0
if supN supw ¥ AMN supt ¥ [0, 1] > g2t dmˆN, Et(w) is finite. We assume this last
property below. But for any K ¥ R+,
lim
dQ 0
sup
d(m, mE, D) < d
|S0, 1(m, fK)−S0, 1(mE, D, fK)|=0
and therefore we can conclude that
sup
w ¥ D(N, mE, D, dŒ, M)
|S0, 1(mˆN, E(w), f)−S0, 1(mE, D, f)|
[ sup
w ¥ AMN
|S0, 1(mˆN, E(w), f)−S0, 1(mˆN, E(w), fK)|
+|S0, 1(mE, D, fK)−S0, 1(mE, D, f)|
+ sup
d(m, mE, D) < dŒ
|S0, 1(m, fK)−S0, 1(mE, D, fK)|
goes to zero as dŒ goes to zero.
To complete the argument and apply this result to f=hE, D one only needs
to notice that log(x2+1) is such that supN supw ¥ AMN supt ¥ [0, 1] > (log(x2+1))2
dmˆN, Et (w) is finite. This is easily obtained following the lines of the proof of
Lemma 2.5 under assumption (2.11).
Hence, we proved
lim sup
dŒQ 0
lim sup
NQ.
sup
w ¥ D(N, mE, D, dŒ, M)
|S0, 1(mˆN, E, hE, D)−S0, 1(mE, hE, D)|=0. (2.54)
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Noting that nQ OhE, D, hE, DPns, t is continuous since “xhE, D was proved to be
bounded piecewise continuous, we extend (2.54) to S¯0, 1, which completes
the proof of (2.41).
2.3.3. Proof of Lemma 2.10
This result is part of a more general theorem of [7] showing that free
convolution (which is equivalent to usual convolution in the case of a
Cauchy variable) always reduces the entropy. However, the proof is here
easier so that we describe it completely. It is easy to check (see [7] or the
remark in the proof of Lemma (2.6) after (2.24) in [6]) that for any E > 0
and any f ¥ C1b(R),
F F f(x)−f(y)
x−y
dPE f m(x) dPE f m(y)=F F
PE f f(x)−PE f f(y)
x−y
dm(x) dm(y)
(2.55)
Consequently,
S0, 1(PE f n)
= sup
f ¥ C2, 1b (R×[0, 1])
1S0, 1(PE f n, f)− 12 F1
0
F (“xf(x, u))2 dPE f nu(x) du2
= sup
f ¥ C2, 1b (R×[0, 1])
1S0, 1(n, PE f f)− 12 F dPE(z) F1
0
F (“xf(x−z, u))2 dnu(x) du2
[ F dPE(z) sup
f ¥ C2, 1b (R×[0, 1])
1S0, 1(n, tz p f)− 12 F1
0
F (“xtz p f(x, u))2 dnu(x) du2,
where tz p f(x)=f(x−z) and we have used the fact that S0, 1(n, f) is a
linear functional of f. Noting that
sup
f ¥ C2, 1b (R×[0, 1])
1S0, 1(n, tz p f)− 12 F 1
0
F (“xtz p f(x, u))2 dnu(x) du2
= sup
f ¥ C2, 1b (R×[0, 1])
1S0, 1(n, f)− 12 F 1
0
F (“xf(x, u))2 dnu(x) du2
for any z ¥ R, we conclude
S0, 1(PE f n) [ S0, 1(n), (2.56)
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so that, since S0, 1(n) is also lower semi continuous, for n so that S(n) <.,
lim
E a 0
S0, 1(PE f n)=S0, 1(n). (2.57)
Note here that this is not true for S itself since S(PE f n)=+. for E ] 0 as
PE f n0 ] n0=m0.
2.3.4. Proof of Lemma 2.11
Step 1. Compactly supported measure approximation. Recall that
(ci)1 [ i [N denotes the eigenvalues of CN. ForM> 0, we set
BM :={i : |ci | > M} :={j1, ..., j|BM|}.
Define
C2N, M(i, i)=˛ci if i ¨ BM
0 otherwise.
Construct CN, M as CN, replacing only C2N by C2N, M (see the discussion at the
beginning of the section). Let
XE, MN (t)=HN(t)+DN+ECN, M
and denote mˆN, E, Mt its spectral measure. Then
D(mˆN, E, M. , mˆN. ) [ EM.
In fact, for any continuously differentiable function f, any t ¥ [0, 1],
|mˆN, E, Mt (f)− mˆ
N
t (f)|=E : F 1
0
trN(fŒ(XN(t)+aECN, M) CN, M) da :
[
E
N
C
i ¥ BM
|ci | F
1
0
|Oei, fŒ(XN(t)+aECN, M) eiP| da
[ EM F 1
0
(trN(fŒ(XN(t)+aECN, M)2))
1
2 da.
Extending this inequality to Lipschitz functions, we deduce that
|mˆN, E, Mt (f)− mˆ
N
t (f)| [ ||f||L EM,
which gives the desired estimate on D(mˆN, E, M. , mˆN. ).
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Step 2. Tightness. Observe that, under assumption (2.11), for any
M ¥ R+,
sup
N ¥N
trN((log(C
2
N, M+1))
2) [ sup
N ¥N
trN((log(C
2
N+1))
2) <.,
which ensures, in view of the proof of Lemma 2.5, that, on KNE (KL), the
family of the marginals {mˆN, E, Mt , M ¥ R 2 {.}}t ¥ [0, 1] is tight. In particular,
we find a compact set K1 of M1(R), independent of E, such that for all
t ¥ [0, 1] andM ¥ R+,
mˆN, E, Mt ¥K1, mˆN, Et ¥K1.
Step 3. On the compact set K1, the Wasserstein distance is equivalent
to the distance
d1(m, n)= sup
||f||L [ 1, f ‘
: F fdn−F fdm :.
Write
XEN(t)=X
E, M
N (t)+E C
|BM|
i=1
cjiejie
T
ji .
Now, let l1, ..., lN denote the eigenvalues of X
E, M
N (t) and l
1
1, ..., l
1
N that of
XE, MN (t)+Ecj1ej1e
T
j1 . Then, by Lidskii’s theorem (see [14, Theorem 6.10]),
l1 [ l11 [ l2 · · · [ lN [ l1N.
Thus, for any increasing Lipschitz function f, we get, with mˆN, E, M, 1t the
spectral measure of XE, MN (t)+Ecj1ej1e
T
j1 ,
: F f dmˆN, E, Mt −F f dmˆN, E, M, 1t : [ 2N ||f||L+f(lmax)−f(lmin)N [ 4N ||f||L,
ensuring that
d1(mˆ
N, E, M
t , mˆ
N, E, M, 1
t ) [
4
N
.
Repeating this operation |BM | times we conclude
d1(mˆ
N, E, M
t , mˆ
N, E
t ) [
4 |BM |
N
.
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Chebycheff’s inequality yields
|BM |
N
=F 1|x| \M dmˆNC (x)
[
1
(log(M2+1))2
sup
N
F (log(x2+1))2 dmˆNC (x),
giving finally, according to condition (2.11), a finite constant C such that
d1(mˆ
N, E, M
t , mˆ
N, E
t ) [
C
(log(M2+1))2
.
Steps 1–3 give the lemma by taking first E a 0 and thenM ‘.. L
3. LARGE DEVIATION FOR THE LAW OF THE SPECTRAL
PROCESS OF THE SYMMETRIC BROWNIAN MOTION
The symmetric Brownian motion SN is defined as the Markov process
(HN(t))t ¥ R with values in the space SN of symmetric matrices of dimension
N and real Brownian motions entries. We can construct the entries
{S i, jN (t), t \ 0, (i, j) ¥ {1, ..., N}} via independent real-valued Brownian
motions (bi, j)1 [ i [ j [ n by
Sk, lN =
`1+dk=l
`N
bkN l, kK l.
We let (l2(N)i (t), 1 [ i [N) be the eigenvalues of SN(t)+DN and m2N. be
their empirical process. We shall prove now Theorem 1.4 for b=1.
In fact, the proof of this theorem for b=1 follows the case b=2 once
one obtains the following Itoˆ’s formula for m2N. ;
Lemma 3.1 [6, Lemma 3.1]. For every f ¥ C2, 1b (R×[0, 1]),
F f(x, t) dm2Nt =F f(x, 0) dm2N0+F
t
0
trN(fŒ(SN(s); s) dSN(s))
+F t
0
F “sf(x, s) dm2Ns ds
+F t
0
F “xf(x, s)−“xf(y, s)
2(x−y)
dm2Ns (x) dm2
N
s (y) ds
+
1
2N
F t
0
F “xxf(x, s) dm2Ns (x) ds.
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Furthermore, the martingale bracket for > t0 trN(fŒ(SN(s); s) dSN(s)) is given
by
7F .
0
trN(fŒ(SN(s); s) dSN(s))8
t
=
2
N2
F t
0
F (“xf(SN(s), s))2 dm2Ns (x) ds.
The above Itoˆ’s formula is very similar to that obtained in Theorem 2.1
for the Hermitian Brownian motion. The only differences are an error term
(see the last term in Itoˆ’s formula), which will not change either the analysis
of the large deviation or the result, and the quadratic variation of the mar-
tingale which is twice what it was for the Hermitian Brownian motion.
From this last fact, the analysis of the previous section shows that the rate
function governing the deviations of m2N. is given, when m2N0 converges
towards mD, for any n ¥ C([0, 1], M1(R)) so that n0=mD,
S smD (n)= sup
0 [ s [ t [ 1
sup
f ¥ C2, 1(R×[0, 1])
{S s, t(n, f)−Of, fPns, t}
=12 sup
0 [ s [ t [ 1
sup
f ¥ C2, 1(R×[0, 1])
{S s, t(n, f)− 12Of, fP
n
s, t}=
1
2 SmD (n),
where in the second line we have only performed the homothety
fQ (1/2) f. Hence, Theorem 1.4 for b=1 is a direct consequence of the
proof of Theorem 1.4 for b=2 and Lemma 3.1. L
4. STUDY OF THE MINIMIZER: PROOF OF (1.5)
AND COROLLARY 1.6
In this section, we prove the following theorem, yielding (1.5) and hence
Corollary 1.6:
Theorem 4.1. Assume that mD is compactly supported. Then
lim
JQ 0
inf{SmD (n.); n ¥A, d(n1, m) < J}=inf{SmD (n.); n1=m}.
Proof. Let us first observe that of course, since SmD is a good rate
function,
lim
JQ 0
inf{SmD (n.); n ¥A, d(n1, m) < J}
\ lim
JQ 0
inf{SmD (n.); d(n1, m) < J}=inf{SmD (n.); n1=m}
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so that we only need to prove the opposite inequality. Now, let
nd ¥ C([0, 1], M1(R)) be such that nd1=m and
inf{SmD (n.); n1=m} \ SmD (n
d
. )−d=S0, 1(nd. )−d
for some d > 0. Of course, nd0=mD. We shall prove that, up to a small
error, S0, 1(nd. ) can be bounded below by S0, 1(n2 d, E, D. ) with n2 d, E, D. a com-
pactly supported process with initial law equal to mD and n2
d, E, D
1 as close as
wished to m. To construct the process n2 d, E, D. , recall that we saw in Lemma
2.10 that, for any E > 0,
S0, 1(nd. ) \ S0, 1(PE f nd. ). (4.1)
Moreover, we can also perform the time regularization of the first step of
Section 2.3.2 to find a nd, E, D such that
inf{SmD (n.); n1=m} \ S
0, 1(nd, E, D)−d−D (4.2)
and nd, E, D0 =PE f mD, nd, E, D1 =PE f m. Further, we saw in the second step of
Section 2.3.2 (see (2.28)) that nd, E, D is described as the unique solution of
the so-called free Fokker–Planck equation given by
S0, t(f, m.)=F
t
0
F “xf(x, s) “xhd, E, D(x, s) dms ds (4.3)
with a field “xhd, E, D(x, s) described in Lemma 2.12. Now, let us consider a
free probability space (A, y) and the algebra A2 sa of self-adjoint possibly
unbounded operators affiliated to A. Consider a bounded operator D with
law mD and a free Brownian motion S, free with D, in (A, y). Let CE be an
unbounded operator of A2 sa with Cauchy law PE, CE free with S and D.
Then we consider the free equation
dYd, E, Dt =dSt+“xhd, E, D(Yd, E, Dt +CE, t) dt
with bounded initial data Yd, E, D0 =D. Observe that, by Lemma 2.12, the
field “xhd, E, D is of the form
“xhd, E, D(x, s)=aDk+F e itxld, E, Dk (t, s) dt, s ¥ [tk, tk+1[
with, for any s ¥ [tk, tk+1[ and any k ¥ {0, ..., n},
|ld, E, Dk (t, s)| [ Ce−
E
2 |t|
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for a finite constant C. In particular, thanks to Duhamel’s formula, for
t ¥ [tk, tk+1], for any X, Y ¥A,
||“xhd, E, D(X+CE, t)−“xhd, E, D(Y+CE, t)||
[ F ld, E, Dk (t, u) >t F 1
0
e iat(X+CE)(X−Y) e i(1−a) t(Y+CE) da> dt
[K||X−Y||,
with a finite constant K. As a consequence, we can check that Yd, E, D exists
and is uniquely defined. Indeed, considering the sequence Y0.=D, Yn0=D,
dYn+1t =dSt+“xhd, E, D(Ynt+CE, t) dt,
we see first that for all n ¥N,
sup
t ¥ [0, 1]
||Ynt || [ ||D||+ sup
t ¥ [0, 1]
||St ||+ sup
t ¥ [0, 1]
||“xhd, E, D( · , t)||. <..
ensuring that for all n ¥N, Yn is uniformly bounded, and then that
||Yn+1t −Y
n
t || [K F
t
0
||Yn−1s −Y
n
s || ds
ensuring that Yn is a Cauchy sequence in A, which is strongly closed. Its
limit Y ¥A satisfies the desired equation. Observe also that
sup
t ¥ [0, 1]
||Yd, E, Dt || [ ||D||+2+ sup
t ¥ [0, 1]
||“xhd, E, D( · , t)||. <.. (4.4)
Further, uniqueness can be obtained by similar Picard arguments. We refer
to [4] for similar results.
We claim that Xd, E, D. =Yd, E, D. +CE has time marginals X
d, E, D
t with law
nd, E, Dt , t ¥ [0, 1]. In fact, it is not hard to see that it satisfies the same free
Fokker–Planck equation (4.3) with same initial data. Hence, since it was
proved below (2.48) that the solution to (4.3) is unique and that nd, E, D
satisfies the very same equation, we conclude that Xd, E, Dt has distribution
nd, E, Dt .
We proceed using the free Itoˆ calculus as developed in [3], whose nota-
tions we borrow. For any f(x)=> e itx dm(t) with > |t|2 d|m|(t) <., we can
follow [3, Proposition 4.3.4], to see that
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f(Yd, E, Dt )=f(Y
d, E, D
0 )+F
t
0
D0f(Y
d, E, D
s ) Ä dSs
+F t
0
D0f(Y
d, E, D
s ) Ä “xhd, E, D(Xd, E, Ds , s) ds
+F t
0
(y é I) Lf(Yd, E, Ds ) ds
with, for any A, B, C ¥A, A é B Ä C=ACB, and, if we identify C0b(R2)
with C0b(R) é C0b(R),
D0f(x, y)=
f(x)−f(y)
x−y
and Lf(x, y)=“x p D0f(x, y).
Taking the trace on both sides of this equality, we see that the law n2 d, E, Dt of
Yd, E, Dt satisfies the free Fokker–Planck equation
S0, t(n2 d, E, D. , f)=F
t
0
F “xf(x, s) Kd, E, Ds (x) dn2 d, E, Ds (x) ds
with Kd, E, Ds =y(“xhd, E, D(Xd, E, Ds , s) | Yd, E, Ds ) the L2(y) projection of
“xhd, E, D(Xd, E, Ds , s) on the algebra generated by Yd, E, Ds . Consequently, we find
that
S0, 1(nd, E, D)=12 F
1
0
nd, E, Ds ((“xhd, E, D( · , s))2) ds
=12 F
1
0
y((“xhd, E, D(Xd, E, Ds , s))2) ds
\ 12 F
1
0
y((y(“xhd, E, D(Xd, E, Ds , s) | Yd, E, Ds )2) ds
=12 F
1
0
n2 d, E, Ds ((K
d, E, D
s )
2) ds
\ S0, 1(n2 d, E, D). (4.5)
Thus, we have constructed a law n2d, E, D such that
• n2 d, E, D0 =mD.
• n2 d, E, D. is uniformly compactly supported (see (4.4)).
• S0, 1(nd, E, D) \ S0, 1(n2 d, E, D).
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• For any J > 0, we can choose E > 0 small enough so that
D(nd, E, D, n2 d, E, D) [ J/2. Indeed, this is a direct consequence from the pre-
vious observation that Xd, E, D=Yd, E, D+CE has distribution nd, E, D (see
Lemma 4.2 at the end of the section).
From (4.2) we thus deduce that for any E > 0,
inf{SmD (n.); n1=m} \ S
0, 1(nd, E, D)−d−D
\ S0, 1(n2 d, E, D)−d−D
\ inf{SmD (n.); n ¥A, d(n1, m) < J}−d−D, (4.6)
where we have chosen above E > 0 small enough so that also d(nd, E, D1 , m)=
d(PE f m, m) < (J/2) .
We can finally let d, D and J (and therefore E) going to zero to conclude
that
inf{SmD (n.); n1=m} \ lim sup
JQ 0
inf{SmD (n.); n ¥A, d(n1, m) < J}.
The proof is complete, except for the following:
Lemma 4.2. Let (A, y) be a noncommutative probability space and
CE ¥A2 sa be an operator with Cauchy distribution PE. Then there exists func-
tions gc: R+W R+, such that gc(E)Q EQ 0 0 and, for all Lipschitz function f,
||f||L [ 1,
|y(f(Y+CE))−y(f(Y))| [ g||Y||(E).
Further, if c > cŒ then gc \ gcŒ.
Proof. Note first that by density it is enough to prove the result for
functions of C1b(R). Let g ¥ (0, 1) and f ¥ C1b(R) be fixed. Throughout, we
let Kg denote a constant, which depends on g only, and whose value may
change from line to line. We consider, for o > 0,
fo(x) :=
f(x)
(1+ox2)
g
2
.
Observe that
|fo(x)−f(x)| [Kg ||f||.(o1/2 |x|)g.
Thus, for all Y ¥ (A, y), ||Y|| [M,
|y(f(Y+CE))−y(fo(Y+CE))| [Kg ||f||. og/2y((M+|CE |)g) ,
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so that for anyM ¥ R+,
sup
Y ¥ (A, y), ||Y|| [M
sup
E ¥ [0, 1]
|y(f(Y+CE))−y(fo(Y+CE))| [Kg, M ||f||. og/2, (4.7)
where Kg, M is a constant depending on g, M only, monotone non-
decreasing inM, and whose value may again change from line to line.
Further, since f ¥ C1b(R), fo ¥ C1b(R) and we have
y(fo(Y+CE)−fo(Y))=F
1
0
y(f −o(Y+aCE) CE) da. (4.8)
Now,
f −o(x)=
fŒ(x)
(1+ox2)g/2
−
goxf(x)
(1+ox2) (g+2)/2
,
ensuring that
|f −o(x)| [ 1 ||fŒ||.+g`o
2
||f||. 2 (1+ox2)−g/2.
Consequently, for any a > 0, since for any self-adjoint operators A, B,
|y(AB)| [ y(|A| |B|),
|y(f −o(Y+aCE) CE)| [ 1 ||fŒ||.+g`o
2
||f||. 2 y((1+o(Y+aCE)2)−g/2 |CE |).
(4.9)
Now, using that for ||Y|| [M,
(Y+aCE)2 \ ((a |CE |−M)+)2,
we arrive at
y((1+o(Y+aCE)2)−g/2 |CE |)
[ y((1+o((a |CE |−M)+)2)−g/2 |CE |)
=
E
p
F 1
1+x2
|x|
(1+o(Ea |x|−M)+)2)g/2
dx
[
E
p
F
|x| [
2M
Ea
|x|
1+x2
dx+
E
pog/2
F
|x| \
2M
Ea
2g/2
|x|(Ea |x|)g/2
dx
=
2E
p
log 11+1 2M
Ea
222+ 2E
pg(`oM)g
.
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Hence, using this control in (4.8) and (4.9), we find that
|y(fo(Y+CE))−y(fo(Y))|
[Kg, ||Y|| 1 ||fŒ||.+g`o
2
||f||. 2 11+ 1
og/2
− log E2 E. (4.10)
With (4.7), we conclude that
|y(f(Y+CE))−y(f(Y))|
[Kg, ||Y|| ||f||. og/2
+Kg, ||Y|| 1 ||fŒ||.+g`o
2
||f||. 211+ 1
og/2
− log E2 E, (4.11)
which goes to zero as E goes to zero if we take o=o(E)=E. L
5. AROUND SPHERICAL INTEGRALS: PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
We will assume throughout this section, the existence of a compact
subset K of R such that supp mˆNDN …K for all N ¥N. Further, we shall
suppose that mˆNEN (x
2) is uniformly bounded, and therefore mE(x2) is finite
by lower semi-continuity of mQ m(x2).
Our starting point is the observation that if (lEi )1 [ i [N denotes the
eigenvalues of EN, then for any d > 0,
F
d(mˆNEN
, mE) < d
e−
N2
2 mˆ
N
EN
(x2) D
i < j
|lEi −l
E
j |
b I (b)N (DN, EN)D
i
dlEi
=e
N2
2 mˆ
N
DN
(x2) F
d(mˆNEN
, mE) < d
F e−N2 tr(UENUg−DN)2 D
i < j
|lEi −l
E
j |
bD
i
dlEi dm
b
N(U)
=ZbNe
N2
2 mˆ
N
DN
(x2) PbDN (d(mˆ
N
XN(1), mE) < d) .
Recall that by Corollary 1.6, we have that when mD is compactly
supported,
lim
d a 0
lim inf
N ‘.
1
N2
log PbDN (d(mˆ
N
XN(1), mE) < d)
=lim
d a 0
lim sup
N ‘.
1
N2
log PbDN (d(mˆ
N
XN(1), mE) < d)=−Jb(mD, mE) , (5.1)
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with a good rate function Jb(mD, · ). Further, if we let
Ib(m)=
1
2
F x2dm(x)−b
2
F log |x−y| dm(x) dm(y),
it was proved in [1] that
lim
N ‘.
1
N2
log ZN= inf
m ¥M1(R)
Ib(m).
Moreover, since we assumed that DN has uniformly bounded eigenvalues,
there is a constant D such that
N−2 log I (b)N (DN, EN) [ DmˆNEN (|x|) [ D`mˆ
N
EN (x
2) .
Thus,
F
mˆ
N
EN
(x2) \ L
e−
N2
2 mˆ
N
EN
(x2) D
i < j
|lEi −l
E
j |
b I (b)N (DN, EN)D
i
dlEi
[ F
mˆ
N
EN
(x2) \ L
e−
N2
4 mˆ
N
EN
(x2) D
i < j
|lEi −l
E
j |
bD
i
dlEi ,
for L > 4D2. It follows by the exponential tightness proof in [1] that
lim
LQ.
lim sup
NQ.
1
N2
log F
mˆ
N
EN
(x2) \ L
e−
N2
4 mˆ
N
EN
(x2) D
i < j
|lEi −l
E
j |
bD
i
dlEi=−. ,
and therefore, combining the last two displays,
lim
L ‘.
lim
d a 0
lim inf
N ‘.
1
N2
log F
d(mˆNEN
, mE) < d, mˆ
N
EN
(x2) [ L
e−
N2
2 mˆ
N
EN
(x2)
×D
i < j
|lEi −l
E
j |
b I (b)N (DN, EN)D
i
dlEi
=lim
d a 0
lim inf
N ‘.
1
N2
log F
d(mˆNEN
, mE) < d
e−
N2
2 mˆ
N
EN
(x2)
×D
i < j
|lEi −l
E
j |
b I (b)N (DN, EN)D
i
dlEi
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and similarly for the limsup term. We next claim that
−Ib(mE)+lim
L ‘.
lim
d a 0
lim inf
N ‘.
inf
d(mˆNEN
, mE) < d, mˆ
N
EN
(x2)[ L
1
N2
log I(b)N (DN, EN)
=lim
d a 0
lim inf
N ‘.
1
N2
log F
d(mˆNEN
, mE) < d
e−
N2
2 mˆ
N
EN
(x2)D
i < j
|lEi −l
E
j |
bI(b)N (DN, EN)D
i
dlEi
=lim
d a 0
lim sup
N ‘.
1
N2
log F
d(mˆNEN
, mE) < d
e−
N2
2 mˆ
N
EN
(x2)D
i < j
|lEi −l
E
j |
bI(b)N (DN, EN)D
i
dlEi
=−Ib(mE)+lim
L ‘.
lim
d a 0
lim sup
N ‘.
sup
d(mˆNEN
, mE) < d, mˆ
N
EN
(x2)[ L
1
N2
log I(b)N (DN, EN).
(5.2)
Indeed, the arguments in [1] yield (5.2) with inequality ([) signs replacing
the first and third equality signs. On the other hand, we have the following
lemma, whose proof we postpone to the end of this section:
Lemma 5.1. Assume that there exists dmax ¥ R+ such that for any
integer number N, mˆNDN (1{|x| \ dmax})=0. Then there exists a function
g: [0, 1]×R+W R+, depending on mE only, such that g(d, L)Q dQ 0 0 for any
L ¥ R+, and, for EˆN, E¯N such that
d(mˆNEˆN , mE)+d(mˆ
N
E¯N , mE) [ d/2 , (5.3)
and
F x2 dmˆNE¯N (x)+F x2 dmˆNEˆN (x) [ L, (5.4)
it holds that
lim sup
NQ.
: 1
N2
log
I (b)N (DN, EˆN)
I (b)N (DN, E¯N)
: [ g(d, L) .
By Lemma 5.1, we conclude that for all L ¥ R+
sup
d(mˆNEN
, mE) < d, mˆ
N
EN
(x2) [ L
1
N2
log I (b)N (DN, EN)
[ inf
d(mˆNEN
, mE) < d, mˆ
N
EN
(x2) [ L
1
N2
log I (b)N (DN, EN)+gN(d, L),
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where gN(d, L)Q dQ 0 0 uniformly in N. From here, equality in (5.2) is clear
and, if we let
I (b)(mD, mE)=lim sup
N ‘.
1
N2
log I (b)N (DN, EN)=lim inf
N ‘.
1
N2
log I (b)N (DN, EN) ,
(5.1) implies that
I (b)(mD, mE)=−Jb(mD, mE)+Ib(mE)− inf
m ¥M1(R)
Ib(m)+
1
2
F x2 dmD(x), (5.5)
completing the proof of Theorem 1.1. L
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Take mˆNE¯N and mˆ
N
EˆN satisfying (5.3) and (5.4) with
L ¥ R+ and d > 0. Fix dŒ > 0 and thenM=M(dŒ) [ L/dŒN (d −)24d such that
F |x| 1|x| >M d(mˆNE¯N+mˆNEˆN ) [ dŒ. (5.6)
Observe that (dŒ, M) exists for d small enough, only case of interest to us.
Next, fix a partition of the interval [−M, M] to intervals {Aj}j ¥J
(with |J| [ 2M/dŒ) such that |Aj | ¥ [dŒ, 2dŒ] and the endpoints of Aj are
continuity points of mE. Denote
Iˆj={i: EˆN(ii) ¥ Aj}, I¯j={i: E¯N(ii) ¥ Aj} .
By (5.3),
|mE(Aj)− |Iˆj |/N|+|mE(Aj)− |I¯j |/N| [ d .
We construct a permutation sN : {1, ..., N}Q {1, ..., N} as follows: first,
if |I¯j | [ |Iˆj | then I2j :=I¯j, whether if |I¯j | > |Iˆj | then |I2j |=|Iˆj | while I2j … I¯j.
Then choose and fix a permutation sN such that sN(I2j) … Iˆj,
and denote J0=1j sN(I2j). Note that |J0 |=; |sN(I2j)|=; |I2j |N |I¯j |=
;j |I¯j |−;j(|I¯j |− |I2j |)N0 so that, since |I2j |− |I¯j | [ dN and Ä{j : |I¯j | ] 0}
[ (2M/dŒ), |J0 | \;j |I¯j |−2dMN/dŒ \;j |I¯j |−dŒN/M , and thus |Jc0 |
[ 2NdŒ/M. Next, note the invariance of I (b)N (DN, EN) to permutations of
the matrix elements of DN. That is,
I (b)N (DN, E¯N)=F exp{N tr(UDNUgE¯N)} dmbN(U)
=F exp 3N C
i, k
u2ikDN(kk) E¯N(ii)4 dmbN(U)
=F exp 3N C
i, k
u2ikDN(kk) E¯N(sN(i) sN(i))4 dmbN(U) .
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However, with dmax=maxk |DN(kk)| bounded uniformly in N,
N−1 C
i, k
u2ik DN(kk) E¯N(sN(i) sN(i))
=N−1 C
i ¥J0
C
k
u2ik DN(kk) E¯N(sN(i) sN(i))
+N−1 C
i ¨J0
C
k
u2ik DN(kk) E¯N(sN(i) sN(i))
[N−1 C
i ¥J0
C
k
u2ik DN(kk) EˆN(ii)
+N−1 C
i ¥J0
C
k
u2ik DN(kk)(E¯N(sN(i) sN(i))−EˆN(ii))
+N−1 C
i ¨J0
C
k
u2ik DN(kk) E¯N(sN(i) sN(i))
×(1|E¯N(sN(i) sN(i))| [M+1|E¯N(sN(i) sN(i))| >M)
:=N−1 C
i ¥J0
C
k
u2ik DN(kk) EˆN(ii)+E1+E2+E3 .
Since |E¯N(sN(i) sN(i))−EˆN(ii)| [ 2dŒ and ;i u2ik=1, E1 [ 2dmax dŒ. More-
over,
E2 [ dmax M|{i : i ¨J0}|/N [ 2dmax dŒ
and, by (5.8), we have E3 [ dmax dŒ. Hence, we have proved
N−1C
i, k
u2ik DN(kk)E¯N(sN(i) sN(i))[N−1 C
i ¥J0
C
k
u2ik DN(kk)EˆN(ii)+5dmax dŒ.
Repeating the argument in order to replace ;i ¥J0 ;ku2ik DN(kk) EˆN(ii) by
;i, k u2ikDN(kk) EˆN(ii), we conclude that
N−1 C
i, k
u2ik DN(kk) E¯N(sN(i) sN(i)) [N−1 C
i, k
u2ik DN(kk) EˆN(ii)+10dmax dŒ.
Since dŒ is arbitrary, and the reverse inequality is obtained by interchanging
the role of E¯N and EˆN, we are done. L
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We conclude with some comments on the relation of our variational
problem, in the case b=2, to that obtained by [16]. Indeed, suppose that
mD, m possess densities with respect to Lebesgue measure that we denote by
r0, r1, and further assume that the minimizer to the variational problem in
(1.6) is achieved by a path n · ¥ C([0, 1]; M1(R)) with density r · , which is
smooth enough to satisfy the equation
S0, t(n, f)=F t
0
F “xh(x, u) “xf(x, u) dnu(x) du , -f ¥ C2, 1b (R×[0, 1]),
(6.1)
for some nice field h(x, t) (see [6, Section 2.4] for a discussion of assump-
tions on the field h that ensure the uniqueness of solutions to (6.1)).
Denoting k(x, t)=“xh(x, t), it is easy to check that (6.1) is equivalent to
the statement
“trt(x)=−“x(r(x, t)(Hr)(x, t))−“x(k(x, t) r(x, t)) , (6.2)
where Hr denotes the Stieljes transform of r:
(Hr)(x, t)=PV F 1
x−y
r(y, t) dy.
In this case, Corollary 1.6 tells us that
I (2)(mD, m)=
1
2 inf 3 F 1
0
F k(x, t)2r(x, t) dx dt : r( · , · ) satisfies (6.2)4 , (6.3)
where the infimum is taken over fields h. The Euler–Lagrange equation for
the variational problem (6.3) reads
“t F
.
x
k(x, t)+k(x, t)(Hr)(x, t)+(H(kr))(x, t)+
k(x, t)2
2
=0.
Defining
P(x, t)=F log |x−y| r(y, t) dy+F.
x
k(y, t) dy,
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one finds that
“tP(x, t)=−k(x, t)(Hr)(x, t)−
k(x, t)
2
−(H(r(Hr)))(x, t).
Using the relation (see [22, Theorem IV])
p2
2
r(x, t)2=
1
2
(Hr)2(x, t)−H(r(Hr))(x, t),
and the relation
“xP(x, t)=(Hr)(x, t)+k(x, t) , (6.4)
we conclude that
“tP(x, t)=−
1
2
(“xP(x, t))2+
p2
2
r(x, t)2 .
Together with (6.2), which in view of (6.4) can be rewritten as
“tr(x, t)=−“x(r(x, t) “xP(x, t)) ,
we thus recover the Hamilton–Jacobi equations of [16, p. 810].
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